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PRE FACE

My interest in the problem of elementary school drop-out began
while I was working with the Swedish Volunteer Service in
Ethiopia from 1965 to 1967. I had at that time much contact with
the School Building Unit of the SVS and was introduced to the
problem by the school-builders. Talks with Ato Bellete Anbessie
and others at the Ministry of Ed~cation and Fine Arts in Addis
Ababa made it clear that even a small scale study of the drop
out problem would be of interest.

When I returned for the field work of this study in 1968 I had
not decided in which community to make the investigation. My
choice of places was limited by lack of funds. I had already
visited some schools in the provinces near Addis Ababa when I
was contacted by Ato Redaegzy Gebre Medhin (who knew of my plans)
of the Tigre Development Organization (TDO) and asked to come to
MakelIe and do the study there. TDO is an organization financed
by the tax payers in Tigre Province and devoted to the furthering
of the development of the province in various ways. TDO
generously paid my travel to and expenses in MakeIle. The educa
tional personnel in MakelIe gave me all possible help. Ato
Mebrate Ashagre, Acting Provincial Educational Officer, supported
the study ih many ways, Ato Solomon H. Michael, also of the P.E.
Office, assisted me throughout the period of interviewing and
made many of the interviews with the drop-outs, and the directors
of the three schools (Ato Tewolde Jenberie, Ato Kassa Agedew and
Ato Misginna Wolde Mariam) all did a lot of work going through
records to find who the drop-outs were and also aided the teachers
who did the interviews in the schooIs.

In this report I have consistently tried to use the Gregorian
Calendar. The Ethiopian Calendar Year begins on the 11th
September (Greg. Calendar) and thus almost coincides with the
school year. In the Gregorian Calendar the period of the study
includes the spring semester 1967 and the fall semester the same
year. In the Ethiopian Calendar, this is the second semester 1959
and the first semester 1960.

The statistical data used in this report concerning population,
literacy etc. are collected by the Central Statistical Office of
the Ethiop Government. No census has yet been made in Ethiop
and all figures are sample 2stimates of varying accuracy
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I BACKGROUND

A Introduction

The importance of education for the economic development of
nations is a well-known and accepted facto Without a l erate
population it is difficult to spread the knowledge necessary to
improve agriculturaI techniques, health practices etc. It becomes
difficult to inform the common citizen about government reforms
and other changes. Industrialization is often regarded as a
necessary component of economic development. But industry needs
labourers, literate workers who are able to read and understand
printed instructions. The demand for skilled workers has to be
met. Persons with technical know-how and administrative and
teaching skills have to be recruited from graduates of institu
tions of higher learning and in order for such institutions to
have a sufficient base for recruitment of students a well
established secondary school system has to exist.

The ultimate goal of universal literacy and universal education
is far away for most African states.The following tables may
serve as an illustration:

Table l.

Region Year 96 illiterate
adults

Annual increase in literate
adults as % of increase in
adult population

Western Europe
Africa, except
Southern Africa

1960

1960

1,4

8 1+. O

103.4

25.9

Source: UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook 1965, Paris, 1966.

Table 2.

Coun-try
or region

Year Ent'olment in
Elementary Secondary

% enrollec1 of
population

5-14 year 15-19 year
Elementary Secondary

\tJestern Europe 1960 14 683 000 7 719 000 70.7 84.4
Africa, except
Southern Africa 1960 16 422 000 l 650 000 24 l 6.2

t Africa:
Kenya 1958 651 758 20 291 52.1 3,9
Uganda 1959 501 699 41 633 52 2 4.4

1958 1+ 22 832 15 351 2Lj..l 2 1
1958~59 158 005 8 144 3.8 0.5

Sources:

966,
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The figures are about ten years old and thus describe the
situation before most of the African countries had become
independent, They show the starting point for the development
of the educational systems in East Africa for instance.

The United Nations Economic Commission for' Africa and UNESCO
arranged a conference of African states in Addis Ababa in May
1961. The aim of the conference was to produce an overall plan
for African educational development, The r'ecommendations issued
at the end of the conference have been regarded as guide lines
for the development of education in Ethiopia as well as in
other countries in Africa, although many of the targets set up
by the conferencelater have beenfound too amb ious and
optimistic and have beenrevised accordingly. The original
recommendations concerning student enrolment and class size of
primary education were as follows:

(i) Duration of schooling
The duration of primary education should be 6 years.

(ii) Rate of enrolment
The enrolment ra{e for the beginning-school age group
should increase by 5% annually in each African country as
from 1961 9 and thus reach 100% by 1980.

(iii) Reduction of student drop~out

Wastage during the 6 years ot the primary cyc1e 5 at present
estimated at not less fhan 60% for the Continent, should
not exceed 20%.

(iv) Class size
cos purposes the Conference reckoned the average

number of students in eachclass at 1+5? but prescribed a
target figure for this level of 35.

Source: Ministry of Education and Fine Arts of the Imperial
Ethiopian Government? Propos ed plan for the development
of education in Ethiop ? Conference Report, AddisAbaba,
1961. (Not published)

As can be seen from point ( i) drop-out from the elementary
schools s seen ~s one of the greater problems of primary educa
tion in Africa. i1Drop~outn or Hwaste ll is the common notation for
the students who start their elementary education but leave
schoo~ some time before completing the 6th grade. The aim of
elementary education is to create a population which is
permanent ly literate, first of al1 5 and which also holds other
basie knowledge-considered assentiaI for the improvement of the
life of the individual and the development of the nation.
According to UNESCO? an elementary edueation of four years lS
eonsidered a minimum to become permanently l erate· and s years
is desirable. l)

Consequently, most of the students who leave school before
cornpleting the sixthgrade and all of the ones who leave before
completing the fourth can be considered not to have acquired the
permanent l eracy which the elementary school aimed at giving
them. Forthese students the expensive and, at present, exclusive
(in terms of prDportion of children reached) teaching effort has
been wasted.
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As faras I have been able to find, little published research has
been undertaken to explore the causes and mechanisms of
elementary school drop~out. Still the problem is mentioned in a
great variety of contexts dealing with the economic and educa
tional situation in the developing world. Theone study I have
seen which explicitly dealt with the caus~s of drop-out, in
Tanzania, 2) used the following sentenee as a tentative conclu
sian:

"The main cause of wastage vary between regions but
principally they are based on economic, geographical,
democratic, social, culturaI or health factors. H 3)

The statement is quite general. It seems that the author sees
the drop-out as a result of factors working on the student or
the family of the student, either in the environment or in the
immediate.situatian . An other author has put the main stress on
factors more directly involving the school system itself:

"There may be several reasans to the high drop out,
same of which are:
l) Teaching generally of low quaIity
2) Teachers insufficiently trained
3) No adequate teaching material
4) School facilities and location less suitable
5) Children needed as labour at home
6) Private financial difficulties" 4)

There are also attempts to see the situation of the educational
system as but one aspect of the situation of the country as a
whole:

l1And the indignation continues to grow when we find
that the first three grades include more than 80 percent
of the school-'children while the percentage in the sixth
grade varies between 6 and 22 percent of those who
started the first grade .....
When·looking for the explanation of thiscatastrophal
lack education one finds one cause: theeconomie
emergency situation. Shortage of schools, shortage of
teachers, shortage of money in the family, children
gainful employmen~ : .... Finatl~, imperialism an~ its
development restricting oppression. il

(UThe Second Havanna Declaration. From the people of
Cuba to the peoples in Latin America and in the rest of
the world. n Published Debray, Guevara m.fl., Konti-

, Raben & Sjögren, Stockholm, 1967.---_..............._-
All three ways of looking at the problem have relevance. A poor
country, a country putting a low priority on education or a
country with a very large proportion of its population in school
age naturally has great difficulties when trying to extend
elementary schooling to all children in as short a time as
possible. The school system self might create so-called drop-
outs by hava proportion of its schools incomplete
(with less than six grades) so that a great number of children

the f st grade an incomplete school never have
completing their primary education the home



community. Or the complete schools might have a much higher
proportion of their class~rooms given the lower grades than the
higher ones, due to drop-out previous years or for some other
reason, which means that unless the "voluntaryl1 drop-out is
large enough a numher of children might be forced to leave school
when there is no more space for them. These two kinds of
!!involuntarydrop-out!' cannot be distinguished from other drop~

out in tbbn~tional school statistics showing the number of
students ~nrolling in grade one a certain year and the number:
remaining in grade 6 six years later. 80th of them might be
caused by the inab ity of the national educational authorities
to withstand the demand for cducation from many communities;
rathe~ th~n to expandthe cducational system grad~ally, the
resources allocated to education are spread thinly in the process
pulling the educational teeth of the program.

This study will primarily deal with the situation of the ~tUdetit
himself and that of his immediate environment. The questionI
have posedand attempted to answer is: IlGiven acertain country
and a community in that country, why is lt that some, butnot
all, of the children attending government primary school leave
school, permanentlyor for a pro-longed period of time? Are
there any differences between the students who leave school and
the ones vJho r1emain? n

B Ethiopia.Develoj2ment of the school system

EthioJ2ia. Ethiopiais situated on the North Eastern Horn of
Africa, bordering to Djibouti Territory (French), Somalia, Kenya
and Sudan ~nd ~ith a coastline to the 2Red Sea. The area of the
country is approximatelyl 200 000 km , about 2.5 times the area
of S\'Jeden. 5)' The country is divided into 14 provinces. Estimates
have been made of the population by province as weIl as of urban
population. Unfortunately, I have not been able to find the
cr'iter'ia used Hhen deciding thata c oIlunun i ty is to be classified
ll urban1

!. The estin;tated figuresare as follows:

Table 3.

Province Total.population Inhabitants per km2 % urban

Arussi
Bale
Beghemder
Eritrea
Gemu Goffa'
Gojjam
Hararge
Illubåbcr
Ke
Sl10a

(Addis Ababa)
Sidamo
TIGRE

\;]0110

Total

1,088~Ö

156.5
1,379.7
1,527. 1+

823.3
1,543.7
3,278.6

6 l f 2. 7
669.0

3,257.7
489. 1+

1,490.6
259.8

,
3,055.5

22,997.0

46
l

18
13
21·
25
13
14
12
38

2,447
13
34
20
38

19

3.7
12.5

5.2
15.1

2.6
4. '+
l+. 7
2. 8
7.0

18.6
100.0

6.0
. 6

3.2

7.4

stract 1966,Source: Central Statistical Office, Statistical---------------. 19~20? Addis Ababa 196



35%
35%
25%

5%
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The international and provincial boundaries of Ethiopia can be
seen on map l. The density of population can be seen on map 2.
(!lAwraja ll is the first administrative unit below the provincial
level) .

Government. Formal power is concentrated in the hands of the
Emperor Haile Selassie r. Although Ethiopia as a concept has
existed for more than three theusand years, the country did not
receive its present territory until under the reign of Menelik
II (1889~1913). The present Emperor has governed the country
since he became Regent in 1916. The Emperor is at the time the
chief legislative, executive, religious, military and judicial
official of the country. The Parliament, established by the
first Constitution in 1931, is both in theory and in practice
subordinate to the Emperor. 6) The two constitutions (the first
in 1931 and the second revised one in 1955) codified the
supremacy of the Emperor over the government. Some modification
of the government was made by a proclamation by Haile Selassie
in 1966, The f1inisters of the government were made responsible
to the Prime Minister instead of to the Emperor. The Prime
Minister is still responsible to His Imperial Majesty only.
There are no political parties in the country. The Parliament
is bi-cameral, the first chamber being elected by universal
franchise and the second appointed by the Emperor.

Ethnic groups, There are a great number of ethnic group s living
inside Ethiopia. They are distinguished from one another by
different languages, religions, separate origins, histories and
political organizations; by variations in physical appearance,
dress and custom, The dominating group s are the &~haras and
Tigrais who together make up about one-third of the population.
The Tigrais are concentrated to Northern Eritrea and Tigre, and
the Amharas mainly live in Beghemder, Gojjam and Shoa. The Galla
peoples are the largest ethnic group in the country, constituting
approximately 40% of the population. 7)

Languages. (See map 3). About 70 languages are spoken in the
country but of these only 8 are spoken by large numbers of people
distributed over substant l areas. Amharinya (the official
language together with English), Tigrinya and Arabic are written
languages with apublished literature in Ethiopia. Amharinya is
spoken by at least half of the population. Tigrinya is spoken by
the Christian settled agriculturalists, the Tigrai, who live in
Tigre and in some areas in Eritrea. 8)

Religion. (See map 4). There are three major religious traditions
in Ethiopia: Christianity, Islam and Judaism together with a base
of local religions. The Ethiop Orthodox Church is the
established church. The Emperor of the country has to belong to
the Church. Most of its members belong to the Amhara-Tigrai
people. The estimated ~istribution of the population between the
major religions is: 9)

Ethiopian Ortodox
Moslem
Pagan
Other
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The development of the educational system in Ethiopia. Toward the
end of the- 19th century Syvec..1ish and Italian missio-naries started
opening schools in Eritrea which at that time was an Italian
colony. In 1904, Svenska Evangeliska Fosterlandsstiftelsen and
an Order of French monks wcre granted permission by Emperor
Menelik II to open schools in Addis Ababa. Emperor Menelik was
well aware of the importance of education and inaugurated the
first secular elementary school in the country in Addis Ababa in
1906. At the same time, or some T later, three elementary
schools were also opened in the provinces. 10) The school system
grew slowly in the beginning. It was not until 1925 that the
second (govcrnment) elcmentary school was opened in Addis Ababa.
By this time only one of the three elementary schools that
Emperor Menelik had started in the provinces was still func
tioning. 11) The aim of the schools in this early phase was not
primarily to cxpand and gradually include the majority of
Children, but rather to dcvelop a native corps of educated
administrators who could aid the Emperor in modernizing the
country. 12) One has to bear in mind that apart from the few
children who had received some modern education from foreign
missionaries or through the personal attention of Emperor Menelik
there wcre no Ethiopians with modern education in the country.
Practically all tea~hers were import ed from abroad. Haile
Selassie, at that time still regent under the name of Taffari
Makonnen, started sending school boys abroad for secondary educa
tion in 1920. The few graduating elementary school students in
Ethiop continued to pursue their education abroad up to the
occupation by the Italians in 1936. The elementary schools
concentrated on being preparatory schools for foreign secondary
schools, putting much stress on language training. 13) As late
as the end of the 20ies there were very few schools out side Addis
Ababa. A school for girls was opened in Addis Ababa in 1930. 14)

On the eve of the Italian invasion the edueational system in
Ethiopia had acquired a definite strueture. The educational
department had been made a ministry in 1930 and between the
coronation of Hailc Selas s I (in 1931) and the outbreak of the
war ten new government elementary schools had been opened in the
provinces. Several Ethiop teachers had been sent abroad for
training. The government claimed that 40 Ethiopian students were
engaged in advanced tra ing abroad when the Iialian invasion
began. To these 40 should be added a number of private students.
By 1936 there were all about 200 foreign educated Ethiopians
at home and abroad. 15) During the Italian occupation" from 1936
to 1941, all schools in the country (by this time approximately
20) were closed to Ethiopian children. In addition to this blow
to the development of Ethiopian education, all educated
Ethiopians who were not abroad or had managed to cscape in the
beginning of the occupation were killed by the Itlians. 16)
This elimination of almost the entire f st generation of educated
Ethiopians had grave conscquences for the dcvclopment of the
country. When the occupation ended in 1941 the school system had
to start all over again.

After the occupation was impera+ive that the educational
system should resume working at once in order to compensate thc
losses in educated sons caused by the Italians. The Ita1ians
had left behind d number of black boards and same chalk -
from s everything had to be found anew. Teachers were
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recruited from outside the country, new text-books written and
printed, schools, used for other purposes by the occupants,
reconverted to their original use. Because of World War II it
was no longer possible -to send students abroad for secondary
studies, and a secondary school, the first in the country was
opened in Addis Ababa in 1943 with the aid of the British Council.
A Teacher Training program was also started, in 1944, to create
the condition for a rapid development of the school system. 17)
The Emperor was himself Minister of Education from 1944 to well
into the 60ies. 18) The number of students enrolled grew rapidly,
and by the end of the fifties the government schools had the
following enrolment:

Table 4. Number of students enrolled ln
s

Year

1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

Total enrolled

109,368
135,7 Lj.9
150,892
158,005
170,460

Source: Ministry of Education and
, Addis Ababa, 1961.

----'~-

Arts, Education ln

These figures seem qu e impressive. The picture changcs somewhat
when one addsthe information that, at the end of the fifties,
out of 426 elementary schools only 120 had more than four grades
19) .and that as late as ·1963, out of 1050 elementary schools only
103 were complete with six grades. 20) The tentative conclusion
that, despite the impressive enrollment government elementary
schools, few students received a satisfactory primary education
is born out by the following list of the main problems of the
educational system during the f ties:

111. Higher insti-tutions have been established faster than
the lower inst ions can supply them with qualified
students. The college level institutions need at least
twoor three times as many entering students as the
academic secondary schools can produce. Secondary level
institut s, turn, cannot be supplied with .a
sufficient number of pupils from middle schoois.

2. Teacher's are short supply both because the number
of graduates is relatively small, and because the best
qualified teachers are lured away to other oceupations.

3. The s ieal attitude of parents and children towards
the sehools has been replaeed by a defin elypos ive
attitude, as this is it also creates new
problems: children are now fight at the school gates
on admission day. In order to as manyas possible,
the pr school em, and espec s f st
grade, has been ed to deve than
numbers of teachers, classrooms and teaching mat s
would normal ind ate. For several , the average
class size f has around 60 or
70 children
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4~ There is a considerablc drop-out from the first
grades of the primary schooIs, In other words, numerous
children enter the first grade; butonly arelativ~ly

few of them continue in 'le second g:oade, and fewer
still in the third and subsequent grades ..•. ,

5. Among the school IjUpulation, girls werc found to be
much fewer boys. It was gradually realized that
this would Icad to serious social problems when the
pupils ~eached marrying age, Moreover, women control a
large portion of the wealth in Ethiopia, so that it
would be costly the 10ng run if a traditional attitude
should deprive ,'",m of schooling. il 21)

In addition to the gavernment elementary schools there were still
mission schools and private schools in the country. These taught,
most of the time, the same currir lla as the government schooIs,
In 1959-60 the enrolmcnt Mission and private schools was
31,821, 22) There were also a great number of Church and Koran
schooIs, teaching the main doctrines of the Ethiopian Ortodox
and Islam faiths rcc)ectively. The Church schools a180 taught
Amharinya, GePez (the lituI'gical Janguage of the church) and
religious lerature. Some of the Church schooIs, however,
followed the curriculum established by the Ministry. In 1960-61
there were about 7,755 students in such Church schooIs. 23)
These other school forms, apart from thc government schooIs, are
still existingtoday.

c
e

from the

Organization of the educational system. At the time of the study
the grades of the Ethlopian--schoor-system \,\7cre or'ganized in
different levels the follo\ving

Level Numbc:I' or years Grades

Elernentary (primary)
Junior sccondar'Y
SecondaI'Y

G years
2 yea_rs
L:_ years

lst-~6th

7th-8th
9th c·12th

Impact of th~ e~ucational sys~ m. The o policy of the
l1il1istry of Education~as foi:;-rrmlatcd in 1961, is as follovlS:

II.,. f st to see that every Ethiopian, irrespective of
c1ass or sex, rees ss at lsast theeducation neccssary
to fit him for his responsibility as a citizen, and to
enab1e him to enj benefits obtainable only through
literacy and basic knmvledge, Second , to provide
sufficient tI'ained personnel to staff government and
comrnerc services, ., generally to perform all those
functions which characterize a progressive and developing
country,l1 2 l1-)
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This is the ideal. So far the ambitions of the Ministry and the
actual achievements of the educational program have been far
from overlapping. One outside observer has seen the effects of
the school system the following way:

l'Despite the laudable emphasis of the present govern
ment on education the movement is still too rebent and
the facilities available too few~ to have had more than
a tangentialeffect on the general cultural level of
the population. Ethiopians are still profoundly ignorant
of the world around them. Most are born~ live, and die
in the same small community and ar'e intensely provincial,
even tribal~ in their attachments and loyalties. The
ven~er of clviliiation that the country has attained to
in its educated class is, with few exceptions, extremely
thin ..... Il 25)

In relation to thesecond five-year plan (1962~1968)·there was
during the five year period a deficiency of 500 college graduates,
5000 secondary school graduates and 25~000 primary school
graduates. 26) In the words of a study committee of the Board
of Education:

l' in terms of the numbcrs of students currently
enrolled in the schools and of the national investment
in education, Ethiopia has fallen seriously behind most
other African countries. H 27)

A comparison between the per capita expenditure on education of
Ethiopia and that of an African·average, in 1960, is as follows:

Table 5. and for education 1960

Average Africa
Ethiopia

Per capita
income
U.S. dollars

85.00
40.00

Per capita
expenee
U.S. dollars

2,55
0.52

Per capita expence
. o ..c:"as '6 oJ. lncome

3.0%
3%

Source: See footnote 28)

Financing the elementary education. In 1947 a special financial
instrument was constructed for the financing of the expanding
elementary school system. An education land tax was instituted
for the support of elementary education in the province where the
tax is collected. The tax is levied per (the most common
Ethiopian measure for land. One gasha is approximately equivalent
to 44 ha or lOOacres~ but thc measure varies within the cQuDtry
and even inside provinces. 29)-} and varies according· to the~'"

assessed il ity of the land. 30) Since the tax is levied on
arablc land only it is not carried into the urban centres. The
elementary schools in Addis Ababa and financed from Central
Treasury funds. Severe er icism has been directed t the
tax. Some.of the main points raised by the critics are the

10.tJing:
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l. SiDce the area of arable land is fixed there are set
limits to how far improved tax collection and other
technical measures can increase the funds available for
elementary education in the country as a whole. From
table 6 it is clear that whereas the enrolment of
students during the period 1959-61 has increased 330%,
the expenditure on education has increased only 186%.
The per capita expenditure has decreased from Eth.
$170 (U.S. $68) 1951 to Eth. $97 (U.S. $38.8) in
1961.

Table 6. Expenditure on education and student enrolment
1951 to 1961

Year Expenditure Enrolment Per student
in Eth. $ expenditure

1951=52 10,305,683.38 60,032 170.00
1956~57 15,592,877.07 134,879 115.00
1961-62 18,647,753.43 192,116 97.00

Source: See footnote 32)

2. Since there is a great variation in fertility of the
land between the provinces the funds available for
education vary a great deal, not with the number of
children to be educated but with the amount of highly
fertile land in the province. As we shal1 see later,
the une ven distribution of elementary schools between
the different provinces is considered a great problem.
The variatiorrin arable,fertile land might be one of
the reasons of this uneven distribution. There is also
a great variation in per capita expenditure between the
different provinces. 33)

3. The Education Land Tax is only paid by the farmers
of Ethiopia. But the absolute majority of schools is
situated in the urban centre s which have not contributed
toward the financing of the elementary schooling. 34)
In 1964/65, for instance, 69% of all young people
between the ages of 7 to 14 living in urban centres were
in school while only 3.2% of the rural children in the
same age group went to school. 35)

I can add that the decreas€ in per student expenditure continued
at least until 1966, when the expense per student was Eth. $94.
36)

. The follo\'1 sumrnary......-~_....--_;:::--~-""-::-----:-....,.---:"~-----:;--~--:--:::--
of the elementary

"l. Some 1+09,000
(government and
11% of the est
3,817,000.

students are enrol1ed
non-government).

ed pr school

schools
represents about

populat
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2, Of the total enrolment, approximately 312,000 are
enrolled in governmen~ ~,C)190ls and this represents
about 805% of the primary school~age population ...

3. The distribution of non~government school enrolment
varies considerably from awraja and from province to
province. 26 awrajas have no non-government schoois;
and non-government enrolment as percentage of total
enrolment varies froITl 8% in Illubabor to 34% in Wollegao

4. The percentage of school~agepopulationenrolled in
all types ofsch6ol varies considerably from awraja to
awraja ... (nine named awrajas) have around 1% of the
school-age population enrolled. On the other hand, 35
awrajas have more than 10%enrolled and Addis Ababa
approximatly S8%'enrolledo

50 Thegovernment school system shows similar
characteristics of uneven enrolment in various part~ of
the country.

6, The density of schools varies very considerably from
awraja to awraja ...

7. There are, in 1959 E.C., some 1,026 government
primary schools but of these only 459 carry students
through to grade 6. Again, the proportion ofschools
reaching grade 6 level var s from province to province

80 The accomodation available in the existing government
schools varies considerably from awraja to awraja. In
general, the lower grades are extremely overcrowded
whereas (particularly in smaller centre) the upper grades
haVE: very fElVJ.students .. ,.,.()yerall )in government

... pehools, there are 50.7 students per class-room unit,

9. There is a very disproportionate enrolment between
urban and rural areas in government schoois. 92% of the
primary school-age population is located in rural areas
and only 8% in urban areas, yet 60% of the total enrol
ment in government schools is in urban areas and only
40% in rural areas. (Urban has been defined arbitrarily
as a centre with at least 1,000 population.) Put in
another way, 68% of the urban population has a place in
school~ only an estimated 3.7% of the rural school-age
population is enrolled O"

ID, An investigation of individual schools shows that
there is little controi over the rate of enrolment in
terms of class-room accornodation so that schools enrol
large numbers one year but are unable to match this
with equivalent enrolments in succeeding years. ,,11 37)

In addition to
the difficult
t ic of the fift
system, 38)

the problems reflected in this summary? many of
cited on page 13 of this report as characteris~

s are still l ing the elementary school
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Elementary school drop-out in Ethiopia. Drop-out in elementary
schools in Ethiopia is high. Following the Addis Ababa goal of
an ultimate drop-out of 20% or less it is possible to make such
a statement with certainty. How high it is is quite another
matter. Figures vary~ depending on the availability of statistics
and the year reported. \!Drop~out!! is not an unambiguous concept
from the statistical point of view. There are children who I1drop
out l

! and return to school several consecutive years. This seems
to be the case in rural areas where the children habitually leave
school to help their parents with the harvest at a certain time
each year and then return. There are also repeaters who distort
the statistical picture both in the grade they should have gone
to and the grade they remain in. There is a continuous movement
between schools~ children transferring from one to the other as
they follow their parents. Ideally~ they should all be registered
as transfers when they leave~ but this is not always the case.
Given national statistics they have not disappeared~ of course~

provided that they are duly registered in their new school. Most
of all there are incomplete schools. From the statistics
available to me it is not possible to tell how great their
influence is on the total pieture. One might guess~ that since
it is always said that the greatest drop-out happens among the
lower grades and since all the incomplete schools do have lower
grades at least those figures shouldbe fairly accurate. Sut
then there might be differences in drop-out in all grades between
the incomplete and complete schools. All one can say is that the
figures given in the tables below should be regarded as
approximate.

Table 7. S~ents in gove.E.,nment primary schools grades 2-6
~xpressed as percentage of student in grade l 1956/57 
1964/65

Beginning
of school
year
1956/57 100
1957/58 100
1958/59 100
1959/60 100
1960/61 100
1961/62 100
1962/63 100
1963/6!+ 100
1964/65 100

345 6
2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years
later later later later

Grade l 2
l year
la-ter

51. 2
51.1
53.9
56.6
56.5
60.7
56.7
58 4

38.5
41.4
43.2
43.4
44.3
50.6
49.4

30.2
32.2
33.7
34.5
38.4
Li 2 • 7

21. 3
22.9
25.2
27.3
31. 5

.17;2
18.4
21.1
24.1

Source: Ministry Education.
1964/65, p. 6, table 4.
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Table 8. Students in government primary schools grades 2-6
expressed__as pe~centage of students in grade l
1960/61 - 1961:62

Grade l 2 3 4 5 6
l year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years
later later later later later

School
year
1960/61 100 56.5 44.3 38.4 31. 5 28.4
1961/62 100 60.7 50.6 42.7 36.7 33.7

Source: Computation from tables glven ln Hinistry of Education,
School Census for Ethiopia 1959 E.C. (1966/67), p. 7.

Total drop-out, from all types of schools (government and non
g6vernment elementary schools), was from the beginning year
1960/61 to grade 6 74.3% and from the beginning year 1961/62
to grade 6 69.7%. From the above tables we find that the
corresponding figures for the government schools only are 71.6%
and 66.3%. It seems then that the government schools have a
drop-out which is somewhat smaller -than that of the non-govern
ment schoois. From tables 7 and 8 it also seems as if the drop
out from government schools is steadily decreasing. This might
be an actual decrease in the number of Hreal" drop-outs (children
who leave school without being caused to do so by the school
itself); it might also be a reflection of the decreasing fraction
of incomplete schools. In 1965/66 there were 413 complete schools
and 579 incomplete, a relation of 1:1.40. In 1966/67 therewere
458 complete schools and 568 incomplete government schöols, a
relation of 1:1.02. The real iuportance of this decrease can
only be evaluated when one knows how many students attended the
complete and incomplete schools respectively.
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II THE STUDY

A

Tigre province lS situated in the heart land of what was once
ancient Ethiopia. It barders to the provinces of Begemdir, Wollo
and Eritrea. There are two different estimates of the present
population of the province. One is 1,51 l},300, of which an
approximate 6.8% are said to live in urban areas, the other is
2,259,800 with 4.6% in urban areas. 39) The pre-dominant
language of the pro\ince is Tigrinya and the largest ethnic
group is the Tigrai. The dominating religion is Christian Ortho
dox.The province seems to be densely populated (an estimated
34 inhabitants /km2 aga st the na-tiona119 inhabitants/km2 )
still schools are veryscarce. Until recently.no awraja in Tigre
had more than 2% of the school age population enrolled. 40)
In rural Tigre12% of the males and 0.6% of the females over 10
years of age are estimated -to be ablc read and write Amharic
(total approximately 6%). 41) It is anopen question how many
of the stated literates actual are functionally literate. The
main item of the economy culture. Most farmers operate
on a small scale. The average sizo of a holding in the rural
areas estimated to be toly 1.3 ha. 42) About 60% of
the fapmers own the land they are cultivating. 43) The major
resource of the prov agriculture, is salt. 44)

Makelie. The province is Makeile. Makelie is
situated on a the centr~l highlands of Tigre,
2000 m~~bove sea Ll.on is estimated to be 22,230,
of which 9270 ~re male 12,860 are female. The relation male:
female is 1:1.4. female surplus is particularly large in

group .15'~2 9 . itJl1ei"e the relation is l: 2.3. 45) The surplus of
females can probably be·cxplained the economical structure of
the town. In Ethiopia, trading centre s along the main roads with
few, if any, job opportunities in iculture or industry often
show a surplus of women in th0 ases most suited for work in bars
and hotels. 46) Makelie is ituated on the road between Addis
Ababa and Asmara ( c provinc capital of and the
second largest ci in the country) is a stop-over place for
all the long-distance buses the route between the two
c ies. In addition to s Makel is the main trading centre
of the province and the centI'c of the sal t track and many
farmers and trader'~) att,,;nd the I/Jcekly mar'kets in the town.
Consequently, the establishments catering to the needs of
travelling men are very numerous. A market census of Makelie
found 812 hotels and bars sizes and functions. 47)
There were so 1104 salt stores. 48) The prov administra-
t and branches the central strat the
re nc centres the town.
two industr s - a slau er by a
Jewish company export to ense C.J.<;;;.CU1.J.JilE;

A~o~~~-ed the T Indus
has electric water

hasp
is the
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households made by the Central Statistical Office in 1966 (67?)
said that they were able to read and write. Totally, 24.5% of
the persons over 10 years of age stated that they were able to
read and write. 51)

The educational situation ln the province. Between 1941 and 1950
the schools in Tigre were operated by the central government. In
1947, as we have seen before, a special Education Land Tax was
instituted. The tax collected in Tigre proved to be too small an
amount of money to allow for the running of the school and almost
allgovernment chools (35 out of 39) were given over to the
church both for financing and op2ration. 52) However, the Church
administration proved incapable of maintaining the standard of
the schools and same time later (I have not been able to find out
exactly when) the Education Department of Tigre was granted a
special fund from the government for the operation of the e1e
mentary schools. At present, students are distributed over
complete and incomplete government schools in the following way:

Table 9. Distribution of students over complete (6 grades) and
incomplete government elementary schools in Tigre
1966/6f-----------

No schools % of all
schools

No enrolled % of all
enrolled

Complete
schools 13 26 96 11,179 73 %
Incomplete
schools 38 71+ % 4,031 27 %---
TOTAL 51 100 % 15,260 100 %

Source: Ministry of Education, School Cerisus for
1959 E.C. ~> (19E6 7

In addition to the government schools there are in the province
13 mission schools with 1916 students enrolled, one private
school with 273 students and 17 church schools following Ministry
curriculum with together 3833 students enrolled. 16 of the 17·
church schools are incomplete, whereas 5 of the 13 mission
schools are ciomplete with six grades.

The latest available figures for drop~out from the government
elementary schools in the province as a whole are as follows:

Table lO. schools in

1965 Grade l 2 ? 4 5 G To-tal,~

1966 Grade l 2 3 4 r- 6 TotalJ

4841 3475 2703 1895 1298 1069 15,261
3992 .:J 1666 1233 15,260"- ---

Dif. : 1632 498 520 229 65 l

Source: Camputed from and
School Census
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The row of figures in table 10 is the n~mber of children
attending the different grades at the beginning of the school
year 1965/66. The second row gives the number attending the next
higher grade the follo~ing school-year and the third row gives
the difference between the two, The difference in attendance
consists of children who have transferred to a school in another
province, children who are repeating the grade and children who
have dropped-out. Assuming tha~ the first two losses areroughly
balanced by school-children transferring to the Tigre schools
from other provinces and repeaters from the next higher grades
one can look at the differences for the different grades as the
approximate number of drop-outs from the various grades. The
drop-out from Grade l, starting September 1~65, would then be
1632 the drop-out from grade 2 would be 498 etc. The total drop
out from all grades between 1965 and 1966 is then roughly 2944
and the percentage around 20%. Making the corresponding calcula
tion for the government school system as a whole the drop-out
percentage between 1965 and 1966 is approximately the same,
about 20% 53) (the figures are 19% for Tigre and 18% for
Ethiopia as a whoie).

B Aid and method of the st

Aim. The aim of the study was to make an exploratory investiga
of some of the factors involved in the pre~mature school

leQving of students from the elementary schools in Makeile.

Method. The method of the investigation was to compare the
who :-~d dropped out of school during a certain year

with the ones who remained. The comparison was done by inter-
viewing all the ldren who had dropped out, or as manyas
could be found, and a sample of children still in school asking
them the same questions. The answers given by the two groups
could then be statistically treated in order to determine whether
such differences as could be found could be accounted for by the
variations with in the groups or whether they resulted from actual
differences between the tWQ groups. To put it in another way, I
wanted to see if it is a matter of chance whether a child drops
out or not or the children who drop-out are in some way more
"drop-out prone'" than the others.

The study is entire centered around the student and the fact-ors
in his home milieu that might have al1 influence on his staying
in school or not. The rationai behind this approach is that in a
given school, the impact of the school itself (teachers, rules,
equipment, class-rooms etc.) is the same on all students (an
assumption which appears rather debatable) and since some but
not students leave the school the reasons influencing the
child sho~ld be sought in th~studenthimself. 54) I am weIl
aware of the fact that drop-out varies a great between
di schools and that of the reasons for drop-out
advanced teachers and other persons with educat
experience are d ly related to the schools themselves

stance: too classes, poor struction etc. 55». However,
s I have made no att o se the dif s

between the schools d . All the school ldren
in Makelie are as to the , that of the
e s l s ess of

act attend
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Variables. The comparison between the two groups should be done
on a number of relevant variables. Before any questions could be
formulated and tried it was necessary to decide which variables,
or factors in the bark-ground and situation of the children,
were in fact relevant for the continuation of their schooling.
Since I had no knowledge of any similar study done before I had
no certain indications of which variables it would be meaningful
to investigate; in fact the result of the study is a tale of
some factors, that actually were relevant in this particular
place and at this particular time. When deciding which questions
to ask I was consequently forced to rely upon the experienee of
Ethiopian educators, my own experience from ot~er studies in
Ethiopia and eommon sense. It is not unlikely that I have missed
some factors of importance. Perhaps some will ask why I at all
chose to go this round about way, over factual conditions among
the drop-olits and the school~children comparing the two groups
statistically, instead of simply asking the drop-outs onee they
were located why they had left school and be content with their
replies. The answer is first, that it is not likely that there
is only one deciding factor (one i cause 11) ~\7hich determines that
the child is going to d~op-out. StLLl~ the child or the parents
most often gave (as I-TtJil-lc: :lOW later)-a very·· general answerto.
the question HWhy did the student stop going to school". Second,
it is not a-- all certain that the answer ~iven is the "eorreet l1

answer even as the student and his parents see it. Third, we are
interested in the total situation of the child and particularly
in the total situation as it differs from the situation of a
child st.ill in school.

The variables which finally were chosen for the comparison
between the drop-outs and the students can be divided into five
groups, depending on the different aspects of the student~s

situation that they intend to measure:

l. School sex variables: School, grade, present age,
age s s ,sex, class.
2. Ethnic belonging: Place of birth,mother tongue, religion,
length of stay in l1akelle, whereabouts of parents.
3. Present living conditions: With whomis the child living,
civil status of head of household, sex of hoad of household,
literacy andschooling of head of household, size of household,
number of school~age children in the household, number of
children going to school, distance to school.
4. ECQnomic conditions: Income of head of household, regularity
of employment of head of household, who supports the household,
whd supports the chiid, what is the relative wealth of the
household, income and employment of parents (if the child is
living with someone other than his parents).
5. Reasons related to school leaving:Underlying cause for the
child to leave school, i~uediate reas on for leaving school,
present occupation of the chiid.

considerations. The starting point of the statistical
s s s that there is no difference on the
variables between the two groups, drop-outs and students,

i.e. that they can be seen as random samples from the same popula
tion (that of all elementary school children in Makeile). In
other words, whether a child will stay in school or not cannot be
predicated in advance but is simply a matter of chance. The
statistical procedures then g a method for testing whether
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this hypothesis is reasonable or not for each individual question
and with a certain approximate sk that the conclusion reached
is wrong. The results will be of the form "given that the samples
are drawn randomly from the same population we would get the
observed distribution of answers with a probability greater or
smaller than p (a specified number) . If the probability of
obtaining the observed answers is small (I have chosen to regard
10% or less as "small\!) we can reject the hypothesis that the
samples are drawn randomly from the same population, We know?
however, that the sampIes actually do originate from the same
population since the drop-outs recent ly were school-children?
and we also know that the sample of school students actually is
rand6m. Our conclusion will be? then? that the drop~outs cannot
be.seen as a random sample of all students. Making this conclu
sion we are taking a risk to be wrong which is smaller the more
unlikely the observed answers are. Let me take an example of the
procedure:

Religion

Ethiopian Orthodox
l1uslim

Total

Drop-outs

72
la

82

Sample of students

138
9

147

Hypothesis: drop-outs
ScUllp s dr1c.wn

Calculation of test statist

of s
same

x2 (l d.f.) = 6.61

s are two
ion.

1% < p < 2%

Probability: The probability that the answers would be as above
the hypothesis were true is between one and two

percent,

Conclusion: Since the observed answers would have occurred with
a probability of less than lO~ we reject the hypo
th~sis, In doing this we are taking a risk of
between one and t\;]O percent of being wröng. vJe
conclude that there is a non-random difference
religion between thetwo groups.

Even though the hypotheses with which we are working are hypo
theses of \l no difference" this does not mean that I a priori
expected that there would be no difference on the various ques
tions betweenthe two groups. The intention of the study is to
find out where there are differences. Among the variables

luded in the study are some which "traditionally!l are
as important in decid a chi ~s school and in
analysis special consideration is given some of se variables.

beliefs around them are as llows:
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Grades

Sex
Age

Rank in class

Religion

Literacy

~vealth
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Belief

IlThere is more dropr~out from the 10ll'7er grades than
the higher l1

llGirls drop more than boys!1
"Children who start school too late drop more than
othersIl
nChildren voJho are doing poorly in school drop more
than children who are doing well H

lYl1uslims leave school more frequently than
Orthodox ChristiansIl
"Children with illiterate parents drop more than
children wi-th literate parents 1l

IlChildren from poor' families leave more than
children from average or wealthy families\1

These are some beliefs wide ly held among educators and that is
one reason t()give these variables some extra attention. Another
reason for elaborating some variables mope than others is that
unless the relationships between the variables is consistent it
is difficult to make a meaningful interpretation of the results
of the study. In the statistical analysis I have first tested all
variables to see if there were any differences between the
students and the drop-outs, After having done this I have looked
at the result$to see if the popular beliefs listed above have
been verified. If the situation has been different from what was
expected, or if some results haVe been inconsistent with others,
I have tried to illuminate the situation by relating some
variables to each other,

C Field work

Proportion of children attending school in Makelle. The relation
ship between the estimated number 6f school-age children and the
actual places in the schools was as follows:

Table 11, School-age children and places ln school 1967-68,
fvIakelle

Boys Girls Total

Age group 5~9 x) 1370 1470 2840
In school, age 7 r-9 xx) 6 573 1224

Difference 719 897 1616
% in school, age 7-9 47,5% 40.0% 43,1%

Age group 10-14 x) 1210 1300 2510
In school, age 10-14 xx) 1089 743 1832--
Difference 121 557 678
% ln school, age lO~14 90,0% 57,2% 73.0%

Percent in school of all school children = 57.1%
Percent school places of all school-age children = 63.3%

Source: x) Central Statist
xx) Data collected

Tigre,

l Office estimates.
Provinc Educational Office of
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The percentage attending school in the lower age group should
probably have been a bit higher since children of 5 and 6 who do
not normally att end government schools are included in the
estimate of the total number of children. On the other hand, many
of the school place s are held by children older than the official
school leaving age of 13. This is one of the reasons why we find
a higher proportion of the children 10-14 years of age in school
than the lower age group. It is also the reason why only 57% of
the school-age children are in school when there theoretically
is place for 63%. A minority of the school children have started
school at the prescribed age of 7. In September 1967 60% of the
students in grade one in l1akelle were 9 years or older,

A greater proportion of school"C'88 children are going to S C 1."100 l
in MakelIe than in the rest of Tigre province. The figures for
the province are:

Age group 5-14
School places, elementary school

427,04J
12,527

(1965~66 est.)
(1966)

Percent school places of all school-age children = about 3%.

Sources: Central Statistical
Province;

School situation. Drop-out. The year investigated in the study
is the year starting with the spring semester 1967 and ending
with the fall semester 1967 (second semester 1959 E.C. and first
semester 1960 E,C.). During this year several changes in the
school situation took place. During the school year 1966-B7 there
wereonlytwo elementaryschools in the town. At the end of the
long vacation 1967 - a"third elemeriti3.ryschool was completed. One
of the already existing schools moved into the new building. The
other school was split in two, one half remaining where was,
the second half moving to the vacated old school. Students from
school in the vicinityofMakellealso joined the half moving.
The movement of studen-ts caused difficulties when attempting to
trace drop-outs from the spring semester 1967, especially as all
three ~irectors were serving the f st year in their respect
schoo 1967··68 • Thepredecessors to the present directors had
le records which in many cases were incomplete or difficult~o

deciph~.r. Through the a,ccurate records of student attend
ance at the final ~i~ms of 1967 it was possible to trace same of
the oneswho had le during the actual semester. On the
hand I am certain that we missed a great deal of ones who
le during the long vacation, that is students who sat for the
exam the end of the second semester and then never turried up
for the fall semester of 1967.Because the schools spI up and
moved about was hard to know where the students should have
been.
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Table 13. Characteristics of the schoois: Teachers and clas s
rooms.

Name of school M. Elementary Atse Johannes. 11. Community Tötal

Founded ln 1958 1951 1967
Founded by Ministry Ministry Ministry

NumbE:T' grades 6 6 6
Number classes 20 18 13 51
Number teachers 26 21 17 64

Back-ground of
teachers:
Church school l l l 3 ,.,,-

Primary l l
Junior secondary l l
Secondary 4 3 3 11
TTI
Primary + TTI l l
Junior secondary
+ TTI 7 3 3 13
Secondary + TTI 13 12 10 35
Col O O O O

Notes: Orieor more grades ineach school is going to school on a
shift system; onie clas s in the morr.ing and one _in the
afternoon in the same class-room. -'All three teachers
with church training only are teaching morals. - TTI means
that the teachers have attended Teacher Training Institute
for different numbers of years in addition to regular
school. About three fourths of the teachers have had
training at a Teacher Training Institute.

Table 14. Number of children in the Makelle schoois. l 1968.

11. Elcmentary F~t8e Johannes 1,1 Comrnunity Total"

Grade No. o, No. '%' No. % No. %1>

l 277 19. ..2.. 193 20.2 355 43.3 825 25.5
2 269 18.6 224 23.4 127 15.1 620- 19.1
3 261 18.1 170 17.7 155 18.5 586 18.1
4 234 16.2 156\' 16.3 75 8.9 lf 6 5 ,14.4
5 198 13.7 112 11. 7 75 8.9 385 '11.9
6 204 14.1 103 10.8 52 6.2 359 11.1-- -- --

Total 1443 100.0 958 100.0 839 100.0 3240 100.0

The two first schoo1s present a fairly balanced d tribution of
students between the grades. The third school shows a more common
Ethiopian pattern - on ly 15% of grade l in grade 6. However, due
to the movement of children between schools it is not possible
to get any idea of drop~out previous years by looking at the
distributions. Only school l has not been split. There we find
approximately 13% of grade l in grade 6. If one dares to make the
assumption that admittance to the school has been uniformthrough~

out the late~t six years, and that children transferring put of
the school has been compensated by an equal number transferring
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to the school, then onecou3:d"makethe extremelytentative
conclusion that the average drop-out per year for Makelle
Elementary has been approximately 4,4%. This figure coincides
f~irlywell with the drop-out_rate noted the year of study.

Table 15. Drop-out the sprlng semester 1967

!'-1akelle Elementary Atse Johannes Total

Grade Beginning Drop Beginning Drop Beginning Drop %

l 273 6 343 2 616 8 1.3
2 244 4 341 3 585 7 1.2
3 257 3 238 2 495 5 1.0
4 204 4 213 2 417 6 1.4-
5 186 3 149 2 335 5 1.5
6 135 l 150 3 285 4 .4--- -- - -

Total 1299 21 1434 14 2733 35 1.3

The drop~out as reported to me by the present directors of the
two schools seems very small, too small to be credible. There
are several reasons why I doubt the correctness of these figures.
First of all, as I have already mentioned, none of the directors
were at the schools during the semester in question. Therecords
left by the previous directors were difficult to decipher and
hardly exhaustive. As a proof of the incompleteness of the
records I was approached by students who tqld me that they had
left school during the second semester 1959 but who were not on
the list of the drop-outs. Anyway, this was the best we could do
with the records available and I have chosen to use the drop
outs from this semester regardless of their missing numbers in
order not to loose too many of the total number of drop-outs.

Table lb~

M. Elementary Atse Johannes 1'1. Community Total

Grade Beg. Drop % Beg. Drop % Beg. Drop % Beg. Drop %

l 321 14 lL4 200 3 1.5 372 18 4.8 893 35 3.9
2 246 4 1.6 232 O 0.0 147 3 2. O 625 7 2.7
3 279 8 2.9 174 3 " L 7 167 6 3.6 620 17 2 . 7
4 255 10 3.9 164 5 : 3. O 74 4 5~4 493 19 3.9
5 207 8 3.9 112 3 2.7 73 l 1.4 392 12 3.1
6 212 Il 5.2 101 3 3.0 53 5 9.4 366 19 5.2- -- - ____o

Total 1520 55 3 . 6 983 17 1.7 886 37 4.2 3389 109 3 2

, ."

Dur the year of study a number of.students the "schools
order to move to other towns or di icts the country and

continue school there. A number children also trans
to schools from other s of the country. I have

s of the s semester 1967 but the
st were the approximate

sizes:
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Table 17, Transfers to

H, Elementary

Grade Transfers
out ln

l 12 O
2 10 3
3 18 l
4 19 ')

'-'

5 6 2
6 4 2

Total 69 Il

the e

Atse Johannes

Tranf;fers
out ln

S 5
t+ 6
II 6,
~, 3v

1 l
2 2

o 23-LJ

schools

H, Community

Transfers
out

3
9
3
3
5
O

23

Total

Transfers
out

20
23
25
25
12

6

111

Nate: T could not obtain any fi.gures for transfers to MakelIe
Community school.

When a student moves from one school to another hB is given a
certificate from his old school to show in which grade he has
been, Accurate records of given certificates are, however, not
kept in all schools. Tt also happens that children leavewithout
asking for a certificate though they still join a school at
their destination, When the student arrives at the new school he
is supposed to show his certificate, but th~ certificates are
not recorded in most schools. The figures given in table 17 are
probably not very accurate. Still they can be said to show that
there is a movement betwcG~ schools. In cases like in this town,
where recording of transfers sometimes was not done, 2 great
deal of an apparent drop-out might actually be a movement between
schools.

Constructing the questionnaire. My intention was to use teachers
in the schools as intervie~~-er-s' for the part of the s-tudy vJhich
was a sample study in the elementary schooIs. To test the ~bility

of elementary school teachers to understand an English qctestion-
naire and carry out an interv vJith a minimum of instruction
I constructed a first questionnaire which was tried in one of the
elecientary schools in Debrc Zeit, (Shoa provinee, about ~5 km
from Addis Ababa). Later, in MakeIle, the questionnaire Was
modified according to the experience made in Debre Zeit and
tried again. This trial led to furtheI' simpl ication after
which I considered the questionnaire ready for use. Togcther
with the dircctors of the schools I seleeted in each school a
number of teachers who later carried out the interviewing of the
students still in school. Wc tried to ehoase teachers with as
good a knowledge of English as possible, Since I had to train
the teachers myself I eonsidered it imperative both that they
should understand ~vhat I said direetly without an intermediary
interpreter and that they should be able to intervene and aid
with questions concerning the questionnaire, procedures, reac~

tians from children and parentS etc. I also wanted to be able to
edit the questionnaires as soon as they were turned in; in order
to be able to do this and to save the time and east of transla~

tian I used a questionnaire printed English only. Theteachers
were, however, structed to ~'Jr e dovm ans·v.l f2r's Amharic when
ever they were uncertain abaut the mean of a response.
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Training the ir~erv ,The directors of the three schools were
weIl prepared and informed about the study before my arrival. The
director of TDO had seen to that they and the Provincial Educa~

tional Officer were we~l-informed; as a matter of fact my coming
to Makelie was a result of their expressed wish and interest.
Immediately after my arr )~i meeting ~\!as organized with the
directors and personnel from the Provincial Educational Office
when I explained the aim and mcthods of the study in detail.
This meeting was followed by separate meetings all three
schools with all the t,"achers. After the general mectings I had
further discussions with the individual directors in the course
of which we selected teachers to carry out the interviews. Six
teachers were sclected in MakelIe Elementary school, four each
in Atse Johannes Elementary School and MakelIe Comrnunity school.
Following the selection I had meetings with the interviewers,
explaining to them the study in detail, The teachers were given
a couple of prov} ional questionnaires each to fill out. After
the teachers had completed the provisional questionnaires the
questionraire was discussed with t: 3m and I decided on several
changes, guided by the ence.

le. The intention when sclecting the
""'----,.,~.-

s was to~ake a simple random sample of
about 200, twice as meny about as the drop-outs to be interviewed
and a number IrJhich I judged it possible for the teachers to
interview during the period alJotted I arrived in MakelIe at the
end of March ... the intervielrlS ,-:J.d to be completed before the
middle of April when the Easter vacation began, lasting
about two weeks. vIhen I t arrived in HakelIe I did not think
that there would be any problem of lists. It seemed a reasonable
assumption that all childr~n sent in school should be listed
in their re pect clas ses and that all I would need to do
would be to take a sample of the accumulated number of school
children, locate the children in the respective schools and,
classes and assign the children to the interviewer~ in the
8chools. However, it soon appcared that there were complications.
At the beginning of each academic the children are regist
and each child in each class is given a number (his registration
number) which he learns an( remembers. But when I arrived in
HakelIe er thrce ers the school year the registration
numbers were no te. Same children had left the
school, transferred or dropped out, others had arrived new.
Consequently, in same classes same numbers were empty, new
numbers added at the end of the list. In cther clas ses the
teachers had given new- empty numbers. I decided not to use
the registration numbers at all. The population were all

ldren who had attended school marc thanone semester
except in the f st where of course only repeaters had been
to school for more than one semester. I asked the d ctors to
give me the exact rturnber of student att end at the time
question (end March) class; I then added all the
numbers ing a total e school of 3188. From
this number I mad~ s OC 200. Each of the numbers weFe
10c~ted as an a certa school and cla6s. The

structed to look up the class
get attendance sheet from

chi 6 new~

at the glven numbcr, chiId
s edure ly was too compl ed.
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Practicallyall of the teachers instead did what was most
natural for them: they went to the class in question, called out
the number to be interviewcd whereupon the child with that
registration number came forward and was duly interviewed. Since
the registration numbers were more than there were students in
practical ly all classes this neant that the children with th~

highest registration numbers ln each class had no chance of
being selected. On the other hand new-comers in the class were
given the highest numbers in many instances and the y were as I
mentioned anyway not included in the target population. There
did not seem to be any particular system of registering the
students. After I realized that the interviewers were not
following the instructions I made a second check of how many
students ac-tual::"y vJcre present, The second check was made by
having all home-room teachers reporton a certain day how many
children were present, how many were temporarily iII and how
manyn?~~comers. I then got a third figure of the total number
of children. I had three different distributions of school
children:

Distl'ibutions Actual ,t Distribution of
used lD sampling: distri: .ltion population registration no.

School l 1401 1443 1425 1460
School 2 9 r-? 958 954 966o~

School 3 835 839' B3 I-t 878
--- ---
3188 3240 3213 3304

To mak~ sure that the difference between the distribution used
when sampling, the actual distribution of school children and
the distribution of registration numbers did not make the sampleu~

random - a check for randomness was done. Ifound that the
differences between the three distributions were so minor that
the sample despite the discrepancy still could be considered a
random sample from the target population.

Finding the dr'op··outs. Locating the children vJho had left school
seemed 5 before star:ting out? a much greater problem than sampling
among the children in school. However, although I managed to
find får from all droP"'outs? there \,0'as much less difficulties ln
finding the school le~vers than I had anticipated. Like most
Ethiopian towns MakelIe has no marked street names and con
sequently nobody has a street address. On the other hand? I
assumed that the school children MakelIe like children in
most other plades knew each other weIl and that all Ineeded ln
o~der to locate the ex-students was a friend of theirs sti in
school who cou~d take me to the home of the student. ~his assump~

tian "proved cOr'rect. The f t step in locating the drop=outs
was to ask the directors to investigate which children hadleft
school during the i il semester 197 by taking to the home-room
teachers. Drop-outs from the'spr ~g semester 1967 were found by
going throughthe records left behind by the preceeding directors
in the three schooIs. The d ctors the n made lists of the
children who had le school, stating name of the student,
the grade he or she had been and the reason for the departure
as seen from the viewpoint of the home-room teacher. When I had
received the lists I made out a form for each drop~out, fil1ing
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in the name of the student, his grade and class, and asking for
additional information concerning sex, rank in class at the last
final examination taken, approximate whereabouts and the name of
a student ~n school knowing the drop-out weIl. The forms were
then handed out to the home-room teachers who did their best to
complete them with the aid of the school-children and the
directors. This first check on the drop-outs showed that many of
the names on the lists were not drop-outs at all - about a
quarter of the children on the lists had returned to the same
school, or another school in MakelIe or moved and continued
schooling in their new district. The home-room teachers could at
first not find information about a number of students - these
empty forms I returned to the directors asking them to make a
personal effort to find a contact student for the drop-outs. The
formsthat t<Jere still not filled out at the end of our second
effort I tried again by going around myself with the directors
in the various classes and talking to the children - in some
instances I brought the forms to the other schools trying to
find someone who knew the children there. When we resigned our
selves to the fact that there were some children no one knew
most of our empty formsrepresented first-graders or children
whose stay in the school had been Gf such short duration that
nO,Qpe had had the time to befriend them. The next face in the
hunt for drop-outs was to find a car in which to transport our
scouts when going around town interviewing. With the help of
TDO, the Provincial Educational Office, the AgriculturaI Exten
sion Office, the Provincial Governor~s Office and the Malaria
Eradication Service, who all at times lent us vehicles, we
managed to have transportation at all times when we were doing
the interviews of the drop-outs.We then went to the schooIs,
called 6 to 10 children named as contact children on the returned
forms, piled all of us in the car and moved around town according
to the directions of the children. Ato Solomon and I, and Ato
Solomon alone, made the interviews of the drop-outs. The same
questionnaire as the one used for the interviews of the school
children was used, with a few additional questions. We inter
viewed the parents of the children or the children themselves
when we could find them. If they '\Alere away vJhen wearrived we
returned. If we could not find them after repeated visits we
interviewed neighbours or other persons who knew the family weIl.

Non-resEonse. Ato Solomon was weIl known in town and most of the
parents, relatives, children or neighbours that we interviewed
ans'\Alered freely. The non-response that still appeared was caused
by the fact that the children in the first grade who had dropped
out of school~ had done that so shortly after starting that no one
knewthem o~ the living lace. In one of the schooIs, Makel
Community School, the director as a matter of policy turned away
all children younger than six asking them to come back when they
had acquired the prescribed age for school starting seven. In
the other schools the d ctors seems to have admitted ~o

younger chi . These very young children were theones most
d ficult to locate. The non-response was distributed over the

s 3chools the fol way:
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Table 18. Non-response for the sprlng semester 1967. Drop-outs.

(l) (2) (3)
H. Elementary Atse Johannes 11. Community Total

Grade List. Interv. List. Interv. List.Interv. List. Interv. Diff.

l 6 4 2 O 8 4 4
2 4 2 3 2 7 4 3
3 2 3 2 2 4 5 -l
4 4 2 2 2 6 4 2
5 3 2 2 O 5 2 3
6 O l 3 3 3 4 -l- - - - - -

Total 19 14 14 9 33 23

Correct 21 14 14 9 35 23 12

In Hakelle Elementary School two children who were not on the
list of drop-outs sought me out to be interviewed when they
heard about the study in town. That is why the non-response is
negative in grade 3 and 6. Since they should have been on the
list the last row gives the corrected numbers. There is no telling
how manyothers were missing from the list.

Table 19.

School l School 2 School 3 Total

Grade List.Interv. List.Interv. List.Interv. List.Interv.Diff.

l 14 5 3 3 18 7 35 15 20
2 4 3 O O 3 l 7 4 3
3 8 7 3 2 6 5 17 14 3
4 la 8 5 4 4 4 19 16 3
5 8 6 3 2 l l 12 9 3
6 11 9 3 3 5 3 19 15 4- - - - - -- -- - -

Total 55 38 17 14 37 21 109 73 36

In addi-tion to children having left school the spring semester
1967 and the fall semester 1967 ~ there were five children who
had left school both semester. Adding them and the two previous
table s we get the following total n.::m-response:

Table 20.

Grade sted Interviewed Difference Percent non-responce
drop-outs no. % of all non-responce

l 43 19 24 55.8 50.0
2 15 9 6 40.0 12.5
3 22 19 3 13.6 6.3
4 25 20 5 20.0 10.4
5 18 12 6 33.3 12.5
6 26 22 4 15 4 8.3

Total 149 101 48 ·32.2 100.0
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As can be seen from the table the non~response in the first
grade accounted for half o t>':~ total non-·response. 110re than
half of the drop-outs from grade one were not found. It seemed
reasonable te 3uspect that the firs~ graders in many aspects
differed from the drop-outs from the higher grades. Excluding
grade one the total non-'respo:tse was 22.61>. Children with thc
least resistance to ~he forces pushing them out öf school should
be in this group. Since the non-response was so high I decided
to keep grade one out of the general analYdis. Apparently the
approach used in this study was not well-suited to the investiga
tian of the drop-out behaviour of the ones most likely to leave
school. A more officient approach would have been to make a
study over a period of time - locating all children starting
grade one and then ret at intervals to see which ones had
left.

There was no non-responsE among the school-children included in
the school sample. Numbers given to children who were not
members of the target population were eliminated and reserve
numbers used. There I'Jere a fe':J children vJho I:Jere temporarily
sick but still sick for a longer period thanthat covered by the
interviewing. For those vwtried to obtain information from
othet'people. The1"e vJere also sick children on the list of dt'op
outs. If they had recovered at the tim~ of the interviews but
not returned to school we considered them drop-out but if they
were still sick and stated that they were going to return to
school SNedid not. TINO or th:c'ee children who had been expelled
from th~ ~chools wedid not reg~rd as-~rop-6uts.

D Results

In the account of the results of the study I will use the
following notations: I) represents the interviewed drop-outs
except grade one, II) represents the sample from the schools
also excluding grade one. Whol data concerning the entire school
population are available I 'dill denote their use by lIpOpH. The
schools are denoted 1,2, 3 respectively for l~kelle Elementary
School, Atse Johannes Elementary School and Makelle Community
School. A difference has been considered significant whenever
the probability of its occurrence is found to be 10% or less.

Variable group 1:Schoo: 1 grade,age, sex, rank'in class. The
drop~outs and the schoof'-chTidren were distributed over the
schools in the following way(fi~ures below including grade one):

Table 21. Distribution of

D:,:,op-'outs

s

School

l
2
3

Total

No.
79
33
37

%

53.02
22. l!)
24.83

100.0

No. %-

1443 Lt4 . 54
958 29" q
839 25.89

3240 100.0

square)::: E,15 0.05 <p <0,10 Significant d
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There seems to be a difference which cannot bc accounted for by
chance between the three schools. School one has the relative ly
highest drop-out. As soon will see there is also a difference
in drop-out between grades. The difference in drop-out between
schools can be a resu1t of the different distribution of students
over grades. Looking at table 14 on page 27 we see that there is
a real difference between the schools. School one has only 19%
of the students in grade one whereas school three has 43% in
grade one, the picture being revers ed in grade six (1 1+% in school
one and 6% in school three). Table 21 includes the drop-out from
the spring semester, when school three did not exist, but
excluding.those the probability becomes still smaller,
O.OOl<p<O.Ol.

We can then go on to look at the distribution of drop-outs and
students over grades:

Table 22. Distribution of drop~outs and students over grades

I Population
Grade No. % No. %

l 43 28.9 825 25.5
2 14 10.1 620 19.1
3 22 14,8 586 18.1
4 25 16.8 465 14.4
5 18 12.1 385 11. 9
6 26 17.4 359 11.1

Total 149 100.1 3240 100.0

Greatest difference d= ·~O.089 O.05<p<0.lO

We find here a significant difference in drop-out between grades.
But the difference is much smaller than one would have expected
and, what is more, goes in the opposite direction from what I
anticipated (see p. 25). It is true that there is a higher
proportion first grader among the drop-outs than in the school
population but there is an even higher proportion of students
from grade six. This isconsistent with the findings for the
schools where the school with the highest proportion in the
higher grades also had the 1argest drop-out. This does not
necessarily mean that the difference in distribution over grades
explains the entire difference in drop-out between the three
schools. There might also be other differences between the
schools, not investigated in this study. One might speculate over
why the drop-out in MakelIe does not follow the grade pattern
which is said to be pr~valent in the school system.One reason
might be that since the differences between the grades are not
very great and since we admittedly have not managed to get all
drop-outs on to our lists the picture cou1d have been different
had we had complete lists of drop-outs. Also, the drop-outs in
the lower grades are most easily forgatten so a complete list
would probably have increased the proportion in the lower grades
more than in the higher. But this might not be enough of an
explanation since it is said that the drop-out from the first
grade is very much greater than that from the other grades.One
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could think that since the enrolment of children in school is
much higher in MakelIe than in most c~~er places thepattern of
drop~out might be ciiffer '1t. It is also possible that thereare
other reasans outside the school, for the high drop-out in the
highest grade. There is for instance a Police Training School
nearby which every year recruits students from the sixth grade
for its courses.

Table 23. Sex

I

Campar ing I ar,d
Not significant

0.90<p< 0.95

II Population

% No. %

66,44 2068 61. 68
33,56 1285 38.32--

100.0 3353 100,')

d,L::I

99
50

149

o
'6

65.85
34.15

100.0

II: X2:::0,003
difference,

No.

54
28

82

Male
Female

Total

(I have not compared with the population figures since I regard
them as less reliable than the sample. Thenumber of students
does not caineide witll any of the sums given on p. 31. If I had
used the population data the result wouId, however, not be
different from the one faund).

Her'c the f j ndings of the study again are contrary to what was
expected, It is believed that girls generally have a much higher
drop-out rate than boys. This is not confirmed by my material.
The lack of d is very interesting and I will return to
it again later to see can be explained by the girls having
a better starting sitian in same respect than the boys.

I II
--,_.,~-.,,-_.,,-~." -~,,-_.._--~

Age f,T-~ 'o No. %J,.\,! 'I,

6-7 'J O 4 2 . 7
8-9 O O 21 14.1
10-11 7 8.5 40 26.8
12-13 22 26.8 55 36.9
14-15 26 31. 7 15 16,8
15+ 27 :3 .9 4 • 7--
Total 82 93.9 149 100,0

0,453 P < 0.05 Signif d

drop"·out
EJ should

of
arouncl

drop~outs is about
l Y' s. s

already found
s
ldren

14 and of the students
is not very

there is relatively
the lower; from

started l at the
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same age, that the drop-outs would be older than the students
still in school, It is thcn morc interesting to lcok at the
school starting agas for the two groups.

Table 25. at school start

Age I II

No. % l~o o
o,
'0

5 O O 2 1.3
6 2 2.4 22 14.8
7 4 4.9 33 22.1
8 10 12.1 37 24,8
9 10 12.1 19 12.8

10 Il 13.4 14 9.4
11 15 18.3 7 4,7
12 13 15.9 7 4,7
1'3 8 9 , 8 4, 2 . 7
14 l 1.2 O O
15 4 4.9 l 0.7
15+ 4 4.9 3 2. O-
Total, 82 100.1 149 100.0

D =0.435 p< 0.05 Significant differencemax

The average''lge at school start for drop-outs is 10.8 and for
students in school 8.4. Clearly the students who start thelr
schooling at a relatively young age do not drop-out as much as
the onesthat start later. The reas on for this might be thatthe
parents or relatives who support the children in school refuse
to support them after a certain age vIhen they are considered old
enough to earn their own living. In a town like MakelIe where
th~majority of inhabitans are not farmers there is no real
economic alternative to going to school for most children until
they are around 15 years of age. That sccms to be a common
marriage age for the girls and it is also the age at which boys
can get enrolled in the police or employed as prison gUdrds, for
instance. It is also said that the younger children are better
students academically than the older ones in the same grade. 56)
I will make an attempt to test this assumption later. We find
here an instancc' where the common belief is born out by the
material. Possibly the lack of difference between the sexes in
drop-out could be caused by different ages at school start for
boys and girls, the conscientious parents who anyway intend to
educate their girls sending them to school at an earlier age
than most of the boys. Comparing the sexes within the two groups
we get the following results:

Table 26. at school start and sex.

Age

5~8

9-12
13·~15

Total

Male % Female

6 11.1 8
31 57 . Lf 16
17 31. 5 4___o

c: 100.0 28v

X2 =5.42 0.05 <.p < 0.10 S

28,5
57,2
14.3---

100,0

ificant difference
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Table 27. chool start and sex. Students.

Age Male % Female %

5-8 62 62.6 33 66.0
9-12 31 31.3 17 34.0
13-15 6 6.1 O O-
Total 99 100.0 50 100.0

D :::0.061 Oo 10 <P Not significant differencemax

Among the drop-outs the girIs do start school somewhat earlier
than the boys. Still the majority of both boys and girls start
at the ege of 9 or later in this group. Among the students we do
not find any significant difference in school starting age. Both
boys and girls have a majority starting school when they are
five to eight years old.

Rank in class. At the end of every semester final examinations
in most sUbjects are given to the students. The students are
then graded and given an aggregate rank in the class (calculated
from the results of the individual tests) to denote the
re ive standing The way the rank was constructed we
knew the distribution for the population. But for the drop-outs
there was often no information available In some cases they had
left after taking the final exam for the l semester 1967;
with those there were no problems, But for all the others we had
to use~he rank at the spring semester exams 1967. Severalof
the drop-outs had not participated in thisexam That wastrue
for the ones who had left during spring semester + the ones
who had left bcth semester9' in all 28. For two of these we could
find older figures b1.rt we were iII 26 "don know"s.

Table 28. RanklD clas s

Among the first - %
Il " second II

II 11 third II

II \I fourth il

il II fifth Il

11 Il sixth 11

Il II seventh n

11 11 eighth n

" II ninth
Il Il il'

Rank

Don know

::::0.114 0.10 P

I Population

No. % %

4 7.1 10.0
6 10.7 10.0
3 5 4 10.0
3 5.4 10 O
6 10.7 10.0
8 14.3 10.0
6 10.7 la O
6 10 7 10.0
4 7.1 10.0

10 7 9

56 100 o 100.0

26

.No';~ c:: 1. cant



Apparently among the 56 known drop~outs there is a similar
distribution of ranks as in the theoretical rank distribution,
but the 26 unknowns make it impossible to say anything about
possible differences in ranks between the ones who have dropped
out and the ones who remain in school. There is not anything one
can safely assume about the rariks of the not-knowns. The ques
tion about rank will have to be left un-answered. What we
possibly could do is to see if we can infel" anything about the
ranks of. drop-outs by looking at the relationship between age at
school start and rank in class among the students. As I have
mentioned before i t is believed that students \·iho start school
late are not as good students as the ones who start around the
prescribed school starting age of 7.

~

-" .. ~

Table 29. Age at school start and rank ln class. Students inel.
grade one,

Age at school start 5-8 % 9-,15 %

Rank

Among the first 10% 7 5.7 8 12.5
11 !1 second \i 18 14,6 14 21.
il Il thirc1 II 14 11. 4 9 14.1
ii 11 fourth ti 11 8,9 7 10.9
Il Il fifth il 11 8.9 8 12.5
\1 H sixth Il 10 8.2 3 4.7
Il 11 seventh il 18 14.6 5 7.8
~ ~ If eighth n 16 13.0 3. 4.7
F if ninth 10 8 . 2 4 6.3
11 II tenth il " 6.5 3 lL 7b ---

Total 123 100.0 64 100.1

Not known 7 8

D =0.224 p<0,05 Signif difference
max

We find a signifieant difference in rank which, however, is in
the opposite direction from what was predicted, This might be
because of the inclusion of grade one in the material. Itseems
likely that the older students have an initial advantage over
the younger in the lower grades. Exc1uding grade one we get the
fol10wing pieture:

Table 30.

Rank

Age at school start

S-6
7~' 8
9-10
11-12
13 14
15~15+

Total

Not known = 3

Among better ha1f Among other half

No. % No. %

Il 13.4 13 20.3
37 45.1 33 51. 6
20 24.4 13 2 0.3
10 12.2 3 4.7

l 1.2 2 3.1
3 3.7 O O--

82 100.0 64 100.0

D =0.134max oo 10 < P Not s di
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When grade one is excluded from the comparison the difference
disappears. It seems likely that if we had restricted ourselves
to looking at the upper grades only the younger students would
have done better than the others. However, my intention was not
to see if the younger students do better in the Ministry exams
in grade six but to try to find out if it seems reasonable to
guess that the drop-outs are poorer students in all grades
because of their higher age. In the light of tables 29 and 30
this guess does not seem justifiable.

Variable group 2. Ethnic and religious belonging.

Table 31. Place of birth

Birthplace

Makelle
Urban Tigre
Rural Tigre
Rest of Ethiopia

Total

No.

50
9

21
2

82

I

%

6LO
11. O
25.6
2.4

100.0

No.

99
12
25
13

149

II

%

66.4
8.1

16.8
8.7

100.0

D.f.=3 2X =6.03 0.10<p<.0.20 Not significant diff.

Though the drop-outs have ahigher proportion born in
areas the difference in birthplace is not significant
few significant differences between the two groups on
variables in this group.

Table 32. in Makelle

Years I II

No. % No. %

O-l 12 14.6 11 7.4
2-3 9 11. O 15 10.1
4-5 5 6.1 12 8.1
6-7 2 2.4 6 4.0
8-9-- 2. 2.4 7 4.7
10 10+ 2 2.4 3 2.0
Born l.n Makelle 50 61. O 95 63.8--

82 99_9 149 100.1

=0.081 0.10 <. p Not signi d

closely to the
l

are incomplete
are to
school

rural
There are

the
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l) not barn .in Makelle 2) have stayed in Makelle for a relatively
short period and 3) have parents living elsewhere.

Table 33. Living with parents or others

Living with

Parent/s
Other

Total

X2::1.94 d.L::l

I II

No. % No. %

55 67.1 114 76.5
27 32.9 35 23.5-

. 82 100.0 149 ·100. O

0.10 <p <0.20 Not significant diff.

We do not ·find any significant difference on the third criterium
of havingcome from an incomplete school either. Let 0s complete
this question by seeing where the parents of the students live,
if they are not living tagether with their children.

Table 34. Where do the parents of the student live if he is not
living with one or both of them

0.50<p<0.70D.L::l Not significaht diff.

Place

No.

Rural Tigre 17
Makelle, urban Tigre,
outside Tigre 5

Total 22

2X =0.27

T
.L

77.2

22.8

100.0

No.

16

15

31

II

%

51. 6

48.4

100.0

We nate that there is no significant difference on the whereabouts
of absent parents. It seems that we can conclude that in this
material,? ther'e is not a significantly greater or smaller propor
tion of 'children coming from scho01s outside Makelleamong the
drop-ou'ts than among the students still in school.

Table 35. Mother--------'='--

1'-1other tongue

Tigrinya (or bi~

lingual ~Jith
tigrinya)
Amharinya

Total

No.

82
O

82

I

%

100.0
O

100.0

No.

143
6

149

II

%

96.0
4.0

100.0

probability: p=0.07
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One might have expected that the uniformity in birthplace
between the students and drop-outs should lead to a similar
uniformity in mother tongue. But that was not the case. A small
minority of the children still in school have Amharinya as their
mother tongue. They are probably chi19ren of immigrants from
Arnh,'ra areas, teachers and officiaIs. The proportion Amharinya
speaking children corresponds quite weIl with the estimate made
by the Central Statistical Office for the entire population of
l'1akelle:

Table 36. Mother tongue of population of MakelIe

Language CSO sample Student sample

No. % %

Tigrinya 2132 95.9 96.0
Arnharinya 68 3.1 4.0
Other 23 • O 0.0---
Total 2222 99.9 100.0

There is also an estimate of the length of stay in--Nakelle for
the entire-populationwhichCompares with the pcrcentages for
the students in the fol16~iri~ way:

Length

Barn in HakelIe
0-5 years
6 years ~and longer

Total

CSO sample Student sample

No. % %

1310 58.9 63.8
538 24.2 25.6
375 16.9 10.7--

2223 100.0 100.1

It seems quite naturalthat agreater percentage of the children
than of the total population should be barn in MakeIle.

Table 38. Re ian

Ethiopian Orthodox
or Catholic
l'1uslim

Total

Religion

D.L =1 =1. 9

I II

No. % No. %

72 87.8 140 94.0
10 12.2 9 6.0

82 100.0 149 100.0

0.10<p<O.20 Not s



~\]e find here that the belief that tlusl children drop marc often
from school than the Christian children is not verificd. It is
true tha-t there is a higher proportion Muslim among the drop-outs
than among the children still in school but the difference is
small enough to bc accounted for by 2hance. Compared to the
religious affiliations of the community the school children,
present and past, have the following standing:

Table 39. Religion. Population of tlakelle, students and drop-outs

Religion

Ethiopian Orthodox
Huslim
Other and not stated

Total

CSO sample Students Drop-outs

No. % % %

2003 90.1 92.6 87.8
196 8.8 6.0 12.2

23 LO 1.4 G.O

2222 99.9 100.0 100.0

We see that the percentage of Muslims is smaller among the
students than in the co~~unity at large and greater among the
drop-outs than in the community, but the differences are small.

Variable 3: Present l ions

On the previous variables therc werc few differenccs betwcen the
students and the drop-outs. Among the variables grouped together
under the heading Hliving conditions!> there are more deviations
from the majority pattern among the drop-outs. The variables in
this group pertain to the composition of the household and
various characteristics of t~e head of the household.

Table 40. With whom is the student liv

Living with

Parents, both biological
Biological mother,
father away
One biological parent alone
One biological parent +
Step-parent
Relative
Other

I II

No. % No. %

21 25,6 68 45.6

O 0.0 9 6. O
26 31. 7 24 16.1

8 9.8 13 8.7
20 24.4 30 20,1

7 8 . 5 5 3.5
_.~

82 100.0 llt9 100.0

There is a significant d ference between the two groups.
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As soon as we started trying the questionnaireI noticed that
the concept of ?Yfamilyl1 was in no vJay as simple for these
students as I had expected. The original question of "does the
student live vIi th his ly \1 had to be replaced with a detailed
account of all persons in the household and their relation to
the student. The catheg;:,ry Ii 8i'Jlogical mother) father away"
means that the father though absent supports the family and is
regarded as head of household o In the "othe1,11 is included those
who lived with a nhelper P that is someone outside the family
who had undertaken to the student in his schooling, those
who lived vJi th an loyer 9 those 1;\1h08e parents paid for them so
that they could stay either i~ a hotel or with some stranger as
a s'C)rt of Upaying guest and those \lho either lived togetheI" in
a group of students 0~ lived marc or less alone in the street.
The ones in hotel, with otller students or alone, are regarded as
without household. Thcy were two the students and five
among the drop-outs.

It will be remembered that on Dage 41 we different'~ted between
living with one or bot!. L' er living with someone other
than parents an.d no dif'feI':~rlee bct\·leen the dre outs and
the students. But ~a\ led elassification we get
a differenee whieh aupears to e eruei.al. The children who
are living \Ji~ch bO'~:h- of tlleiT' b ieal parents are more
sheItered than 'chc s aJiÖ there is probably less of a pressure
on them to eontribute to the s port of the family. Children with
only one parent are 20ro pre ed aid in the support of the
household. The ill-treatment children with step-parents is
proverbiaI in Ethiop . It is, however 9 possible that the two
parants househoJds are somewhaT overrepresented in the student
sample. S e students, not househo s) vJere the sampling units
and several students might be assoc d with the same household
the larger houaehold3 have a er chance of selection than the
smalleI") ones, vve 11 see later +:hat: the t\iJOc~parent households
seem to be J.arger than the o~hers.

Let us see the ::li1.fercnce L1 f compos ian. has any rela-
tion to the lack Icrence drop-outs between boys and
girIs. el page J'7 ',,'2 Sä. -eha 1: the:.'\? ~~eel~led to be little difference
in school start age~. e:c a.nd girls. A:mong the drop-outs
the girls did stc,-r'~.: e:u<1 ier .hut l·'.dd \ve s d of looking within
the two school s lookedth sexes we would have
found that bot"~ bc)Yi:3 .el irIs the drop~·outs had started
school later -, the cni.ldren seiLl. in school. Family composi-
tion, sex and school have el orent relations to one another.
Within the drop-out group there is no difference in family
composition between the males and females and the same is true
for the student group. Bu'c look g at the sex groups we get the
following picture:

Table 1+1. of houschold and school s.

Students

t~o 9 %

ereIlce

42,4
57.6

100.0

ant di

tf 2
57

99

J.

No. o
iS

E 2 (I. t.j.

43 79. 6

1+ 100 .O

O, OJ < P O. 07 S

icalBoth b
Other

Total



Table 42. sitian of household and school o Giris.

Living ';.\1ith I:rop-outs Students

No. % No. %

Both bi()logical parents·· 10 35.7 27 54.0
Other 18 64.3 23 46.0-
Total 28 50

D.f.=l. 2 0.10<p<0,20 Not significant diff.X =10 73

We find here that there is a significant difference in household
compositian among the boys but not among the giris. (This
difference between The sexes might be accounted for by the number
of girls being sUbstantially smaller than the number of boys).
This leads to the thought that although there was in this material
no more drop-out among the girls than among the boys, still the
girls might drop-out in a different way. Looking back at the
variables älreadydiscussedwefind that this seems.to hold true
for four grades, where the drop-out boys are significantly
different from the boysstill 5.n school, whereas there is no
difference betvJ.een the tvJO groups of giris, Butboth drop-out
boys and girls had started school later than the students and
there was no difference in reJ~gion within the two sex groups.
I found no difference in birthplace within the groups though I
did find that the drop-out boys live with other people than one
or two parents more often than the student boys, whereas there
was no difference on this characteristic among the girls,(All
these table s are given in the appendix). One might think then
that the factors working on the boys to make them leave school
are connected with the need to earn their living since they
leave school in the higher grades (where there is a wage earning
alternative to going to school) and since they often live in
less secure circumstances than the others , whereas the girls
leaVe more haphazardly, maybe depending on their fortune on the
marriage market, I will return to this line of thought again to
see if the Variables not yet treated are consistent with what
we have found so

Table 43, Present civil status of head of ellold

0.001 < P < 0,01 Significant difference

Civil status

Married
Other (single,
divoreed, widowed)

Total

Not applicable

2D.f.=l X =7.97

No.

42

35

77

5

I

54.55

45.45

100.0

109

38

147

2

II

25.85

100.0
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The differenee in.civil status is predietable from the difference
in familycomposition between thetwo groups.Looking at the
inter~sex differences we get the following pieture:

Table 44. Civil status of head

Civil status I II

t~o o %

Married
Other

Total

Not applieablc

No. %

31 62.0
19 38,0.

50 100.0

4

78
19

97

2

80.4
19.6

100.0

D.f.::l 2X =4.91 O.02<p<0.03 Signifieant differenee

Table 45, Civil status of head of household and schooling, GirIs.

Civil status

No.

I

% No.

II

%

t-iarried
Other

Total

Not applieable

2D.f.=l X =2.18

11 40.7
16 59.3

27 100.0

l

0.10 <p <0.20

31 62.0
19 38.0

50 100.0

Not signifieant diff.

This is eonsistent with the differences in family composition we
found before. Since the student boys live with both of their
parents more often than the drop-outs it is reasonable that the
head of households of those families ,hould also be married more
often. Still we see that many of the children who are not living
with both of their biologieal parents are living in households
with married heads. Deciding who is the head of a household is a
reeurrent problem when making studies of this sort. I have chosen
to regard the husband as head of household whenever there is a
family eonsisting of husband + wife + children + others, even if
the husband is not at present living together with his family but
worles somewhere-else and supports his family from there. This
means that a married woman is never regarded as head of household.
When s8veral primary families, usually related, are living in a
household together the person who is regarded by the others as
head is also considered head of the household in the study.
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Table 46. Sex of head of household

Sex of head of household I II

Hale
Female

Total

Not applicable

53
'!jJL,

77

5

%

68.8
31.2

100.0

No.

112
35

147

2

%

76.2
23.8

100.0

D.f.=l 2
X =1. 06 o 30<p<0.50 Not significant diff.

Even though sex and civil status of the head of household are
strongly related~ since by definition all married heads are men)
the difference in civil status is not followed by a significant
difference in sex. Apparently many of the children, especially
drop-outs, are living in households where the head is a single
male. There is no difference on this variable with in the two sex
groups (see appendix!).

One has a feeling that one of the most relevant variables in
deciding a childPs future in school is whether the parents of
the child have gone to school themselves or not. First, one
might suspect that the literate heads of household are somewhat
better off economically than the illiterate and therefore more
able to provide for the child while he is in school and second,
because it 8eems reasonable that the literate parent is more
aware of the advantages of having gone to school.

of head of householdTable 47. Lit._--=-::.:..:....:!-. _:..:...;.. - ~

Literacy I II

l~o. %

Literate
Not literate

Total

Not applicable

Don"'t knoH

i-lo (> %

28 36.8
Lf 8 63.2

76 100.0

5

l

77
70

147

2

52.4
47.6

100.0

D.f.=l 2X =3.38 O.OS<p<O.lO Significantdifference

(Literacy is defined as ability to read and write Amharic).

We see that there is a significant difference in literacy of
heads of household between the drop-outs and students. This is
in accord with the reasoning I just presented. Let us see how
the situation is with in the sex groups:
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Table 48. Literacy of head of household and schooling. Boys.

Literacy I II

No. % No. %

Literate
Illiterate

Total

Not applicable

Don""t know

20
29

49

4

l

40.8
59.2

100.0

51
46

97

2

52.6
47.4

100.0

D.f.:::l 2X :::1. 37 0.20 <p <0.30 Not significant diff.

Table 49. Literacy of head of household and schooling. Girls.

Literacy I II

Literate
Illi-terate

Total

Not applicable

No.

8
19

27

l

%

29.6
70.4----

100.0

No.

26
24

50

%

52. O
48.0

100.0

D.L=l 0.05< P <0.10 Significant difference

Here the result is a bit unexpected. Within the boy group we
find no significant differeDce in literacy of the heads of house~

hold but there is a (barely) significant-difference among the
girls. Maybe it can be interpret ed as a sign of literate and
illiterate parents alike being fairly convinced of the justifica
tion of educating boys vJhereas·· is orily the literate parents
who find it worthwhile to persist in keeping their daughters in
school, Let us next see what sort of school the heads of house
hold have attended:

of head of householdTable 50. School
-----~-------------

Type of school I II

No. %

No schooling 41 53.9
Government school 9 lL8
Church or Koran 26 34.2
Don "'t know (school)

Tot 76 99.9

Not applicable 4

Don"'t know (1 eracy
or school) l

No.

68
21
43
15

147

2

%

46.3
14.3
29.3
10.2

100.1

("Don"'t know (school) means that the student did know that his
father had gone to school but not what sort of school he had gone
to as opposed to the other "Don know" vJhere we could not
out if the head of househo was l e or had gone to
at all).
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These figures are quite inconsistent with the ones we had for
literacy. 48 of the drop-out heads of household and 70 of the
student heads had been said to be illiterate but only 41 of the
drop-out heads and 68 of the student heads were said not to have
attended school. Since the question of ability to read and the
question eoncerning sehooling were asked separate from one
another it could weIl be that the inconsisteney reflects the
actual situation - some fathers might have gone to school for a
few grades but long since forgotten how to read, Also the heads
who have gone to Koran school rnight have learnt how to read
Arabic but not Arnharic. They are five among the drop-outs and
one among the students, almost enough to explain the difference,
There is not much point in comparing the two groups since the
fifteen tldon?t knowHs among the students mean that we would have
to make the difference bctween iJhaving gone to school l1 ~ "not
having gone ·to school \1 and Tde \"yould then get much the same
picture as when we compared the two group s on literacy,

Table 51. Size of household-

Number persons I II

No, % No, %
') 15 19.5 8 5.4<..

3 12 15.6 21 14.3
4 13 16,9 26 17.7
5 lLj. 18,2 25 17,0
6 12 15,6 26 17,7
7 6 7 . 8 15 10.2
8 l 1.3 9 6, O
9 2 2.6 Il 7 , 5

10 l 1.3 6 4.1
10+ l 1.3 O O• O_.. -- --

Total 77 100.1 147 99,9

Not applicable 5 2

D =0.158 Critical D=Oo172 P> 0.10max

Here we get no significant difference on the size of the house
holds. There is no differencc: wi thin the two sexual group8 either.
The average size of the drop-out household is 4.5 arid·the student
household 504.

More interesting then the size of the household is the number of
school-age children in the drop~out and student households. In
the following table we see that there are some households where
the number of school-age children is 00 Those are the families
where there are no children less than 15 years of age. Despite
the fact that there are both ex-students and students older than
the prescribed maximum age of 15 se over-aged students are
not taken into the analysis other than that they come under the
heading O.
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Table 52, Number of s

Number children

O
l
2
3
4
5

Total

Not applicable

households

I II

1\10 o % No. 0,
'o

17 22.1 2 1.4
31 40.3 41 27.9
13 16.9 47 32.0
12 15.6 34 23,1

4 5.2 18 12.2
O O 5 3. 1+- W_·~._.. "·· --

77 100,1 147 100,0

5 2

D :::0,331
max P <0.05 Significant difference

(Though the official school going age is 7 to 13 I have used the
ages 6 and 15 as limits to school-age to make allowance for the
fact that few children start at 7),

We ~~t~ sig~ificant difference. The average number of school~

age children in the drop<~out household is 1,4 and in the student
household 2,3. The differ2~ce partly results from the drop-outs
being alder than the students, with a greater fraction over 15
years of age, Also a greater portion of the drop-outs live in
households where the head is not married which should contribute
to make the number of children in the family small. Tt is of
interest to see there is an equally large proportion of
school-age children going to school in the two groups. Bu·t since
the fact that there are morechildren in the student group means
that there will be more children going to school as weIl we will
have to make thecomparison bct\'veen households having the same
number of children:

Table 53, Number of school~ to school

A) households with one school-age child

Sending to school T II

No. % ~, () la %

O child 2 6.45 l 2.4
l child 29 93.55 lj. O 97.6

Total 31 100.Q Lj.l 100.0

Probability (Fisher) ::: O• Lj.O Not significant

B) households with two school children

Sending to school T II

No. % No. %

O - 1 chiId 5 38.5 14 29.8
2 cllildren 8 61. 5 33 70.2

-~--'~

Total 13 100.0 47 100.0

D.L:::l X2 0.138 0,7 <p <0.8 s icant



C) households with three school-age children

Sending to school I II

No, % No. %

o - 2 children
3 children

Total

4
8

12

33.3
66.7

100,0

8
26

34

23.5
76.5

100.0

D.f.:;l 0.70<p<0.80

With this limited material we ge-t no difference LetvJeen the two
group s when seeing how many children they sent to school at the
time before the drop-outs had left school. Actually the drop-out
households sent more children to school than is seen in the
table since all the over-aged students are excluded.

Table 54. Comparing size of household of students with Slze of
household in MakelIe at large

No ln household Students Population

l
2

No.

2
8

% %

78.5
1307

The comparison cannot be earried out since the statistics
concerning the population (collected by the Central Statistical
Office) seem quite unreasonable. UnIess all the hotel guests in
MakelIe are counted as Hone person households li it is hard to
see how one can reach the high percentage one person households.

Let UG see how the literacy of the head of household is related
to some of the variables we have now discussed. First let us
look at literacy and household compositian:

Table 55. Literacy and household compositian, Students.
Living
with Literate Illiterate

Boys Girls All Boys Girls All % Total

15
Il

27
24

Both
parents
Other

42 54,5 22 4 26 37,1 68
35 45,5 24 20 44 62,9 79---

Total SI 26 77 100.0 46 24 70 100.0 147

Comparing the total groups {literate - illiterate) we get a X2

of 3.80 (0.05 <p <0.10) which means that there is a significant
difference in family compositian. But if we look at the sex
sub~groups we see that it is the girls living in households with
illiterate heads which d most from the other sub-groups.
In the other groups l eracy of the head of household does not
seem to follow either of the two alternatives of household
eomposition.
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Table 56. Literacy and household composition. Drop-outs.

Living
~vith Literate Illitex'ate

Boys Girls All % Boys Girls All % Total

Both
parents 6 2 8 28.6 7 6 13 27.1 21
Other 14 6 20 7LI.~ 22 13 35 72.9 55- _.-" - - - -
Total 20 8 28 100.0 29 19 48 100.0 76

Comparing the total groups we get a X2 of 0,02 which means that
the difference is not sign icant. There are no significant
differences in household composition within the sub-groups
either. It seems then that children living with literate adults
do not live with both of their biological parents more often
than others. Let us t1.en see if the literacy of head of house
hold has any bearingoD the school-starting ageof the children.
It seems possible that the literate heads of household, them
selves having benefitted from literacy, send their children to
school earlier than illiterate persons.

Table 57. l start

Age Drop-outs Students

Lit. Illit. All 0, Lit, 1llit. All %/0

5-8 7 10 17 22.4 47 L~ 9 96 65.3
9-12 18 28 L~ G 60.5 23 19 42 28.6
13+ 3 10 13 17.1 7 2 9 6.1-- - --- - ---

28 48 76 100.0 77 70 147 100.0

If we compare between literate and illiterate head of household
within the two student groups there is no difference in school
starting age in either (for drop-outs X2=L31 Oo50<p<0.70~
for students Dmax=O o 09 0.10 <p). If we instead compare the
literate and the illiterale respectively we do find significant
differences schoo~starting age(forliterate heads of house-
hold X2=6.90 2 d.f. and 0.02 <p< 0.05, for illiterate heads
Dmax =0.492, O.10 P L, It seems the.D. tha,t. t"here is no difference
in school starting age for children coming from literate
respectively illiterate households but that the drop-outs have
started later than the comparable group among the students
(children from literate households later than other children
from literate households etc.).

We have seen before that there is no difference in sex di
tion between the two groups drop-outs and students. There is,
however, a de e difference in the number of enrolled boys
and s. Let us look ene ion back and compare the sex
distribution of the literate and 1 erate heads of househo
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le 58. Literacy of head of household and sex of head of~

household

Sex

Hale
Female

Total

D.f.=l

Lit o %

27 96.4
l 3,6

28 100.0

2X =14,11

Drop-outs

Tllit. %

25 52.1
23 47.9

48 100,0

p <0,001

Total %

52 68.4
24 31.6

76 100.0

Sex

Hale
Female

Total

D.L::l

Students

Lit. % Illit. 96 Total %

74 96.1 38 54.3 112 76.2
3 3.9 32 45.7 3 23.8-

77 100.0 70 100.0 147 100.0

X2;::35.2 p <0,001

Though the proportion of girls in school is smaller than the
proportion boys it is clear that the situation has improved with
the growth of the school system. Of course, the females in table
58 are only the female heads of household. But I can add that
~~hE' 'ro were practically no literate adul t women among the women
be married to the male heads of· households,

Only one factor in this group of variables remairts to be tested,
that is the distance between the home of the student and school.
Almost all students are living in MakelIe town and there is
little difference in their distances to school as is seen from
the table below:

Table 59. Dist-----'--------
Minutes walking

0-10
11~20

21-,40
1+l-60

Total

D ::0.224max P <0.05

I II

No. % No. %

53 64.6 63 42.2
23 28. O 63 42.2

1+ L~ • 9 22 14.8
2 2.4 l 0,7- ---

82 99.9 149 99.9

Significant difference

Apparently, the drop-outs are living somewhat closer to school
than the students who are still attending. However, the distances
are only rough approximations, made an attempt to register if
many students come to school from considerable distances This
does not appear to be the case ne for drop-outs nor for the
tudents.
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Variable 4: Economic conditions

The variabl~s in thii groups do of ~ou~sealso affect the lipresent
living conc1itions l1 of the students, For several reasons I have
preferred to deal with them under a separate heading. First of
all, I oftenheard i t said, an'ong cclu:::atorsand others'j that
poverty is the most important single factor in de-termining whether
a child would be able to complete his schooling or not. Secondly?
the economic factors are difficult to assess, much more so than
the ones the previous group of variables. In an urban centre
like Makelle where most of the inhabitants are not engaged in
agriculture many are surviving O~ odd jobs. They rarely have any
definite opinion of hOvJ much they earn per month or year, If they
do they might not easily part v{ith . The ones who are employed
on a definite salaryare sometimes reluctant to tell their wages,
sometimes not. Often the wage earner was not interviewed but some
other member of the household who did not know~he Balary. This
was always the case of the students in the school sample. Suspi
cions easily arise when the respondent is asked questions about
his finances with he himself cannot see as being connected with
the subject matter at hand. In order not to antagonize the
parents of the drop-outs I decided not to ask for wages explicitly.
Instead the interviewers asked for the occupation of the head of
household whereafter we attempted to rank the occupations
according to their relative earnings. Naturally this ranking is
very inconclusive (see appendix). We then grouped the occupations
into five groups, starting with the poorest (beggers etc,) and
ending with the most well-to-dG (contractor,big hotel owner
etc.). We also tried to group the occupations according to the iI'
employmentconditions in the categories !lnot employed - employed

employer" . People who had domestic servants were not regarded
as employers, only those who employed workers to carry out
construction and similar work- The third economic measure is a
kind of subjective index based on replies to the questions about
ownership of house, radio, amount of rent paid, and an appraisal
by theintervievJerof the economic standing of the household
(!1 poor _. average - wcal thyif ). This the most dubious measure
of the three and alao the most inconsistent. For the drop-outs
we were two persons who assessed the economic standard after
having seen the househoLds but for the students many different
interviewers made the est es without having visited the house-
hold. Anyway I have included it, hopingtfiatit mighf-give some
information about the economic condition of the households which
is not- eOvercd by theoce-upation pankings.

Tab 60. e income of head of household

Income group I II

No. 0,
-()

31 4.0,3
14 18,2
2 l t 31. 2

3 3 (1• J

5 6 , S
-

77 100.1
r:
,j

No. %

1+ 3 29.5
34 23,3
45 30.8
19 13.0

5 3.4

146 100,0

2

l

dilNot s=0.108

l (poorcst)
2
3
4
5 (wealthi st)

TOtal

Not applicable

know
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With this crude measurement there was no significant difference
between the twogroups. Let us consider the employment cond
tions of the heads of household.

Table 61. Regularity of cmployment of head of household

Employment status

Not employed
Employed
Employer

Total

Not applicable

Don"t know

I II

No. 96 No. (J.,.
'0

50 64.9 81 55.5
19 24.7 54 37.0

8 10.4 11 7 .5
----,~ -- ----
77 100.0 146 100.0

5 2

l

D =0.094max
o.lej < p Not significant difference

There is 'no difference between the student and drop~out group s
on this variable ~ither. The lack of difference in these two
variables is very interest . Of course one has to take intö
account that it can be a result of the crudeness of the measure
ment and that a better indicator of economic standing might have
given a different outcome. I got a strong feeling that poverty
was one of the main causes of drop-out when visiting the homes
of the children and this feeling was further strengthened by the
fact that many of the drop~out parents immediately mentioned
poverty as the cause for the children having left school. Eut
though the drop-outs were poor apparent ly the school~children

could be and were equally poor. Still there is one apparent
inconsistency. It would 3eem reasonable that literacy of head of
household and income would be related to one another so that the
literate heads would have better jobs than the illiterate. We
found beforea.difference in literacy ~ this oughtto be followed
by a difference iD incor:.e if literacy and income are related.
Let us first look at the relation between literacy and income.

s .and income.Table 62. Lit-----'-._""------------"-----

Income group Literate Illiterate Total

l~o o % :No" % %

1
2
3~5

Total

Not applicable

Don -- t knoliJ l

tf

8
16

28

" 2

1Lf.3
28.6
57.1-----

100,0

26
6

16

48

54.2
12.5
33.3

100.0

39.5
18.4
42.1

100.0

D. f. 2 X=11.97 O.OOl<p <0.01
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Table 63,

Income group

l
2
3
4
5

Total

Not applicable

Don know::: l

head of Students.

Literate Illiterate Tot

No, % No. % %

10 13.2 34 48.6 30.1
12 15.8 22 31. 4 23.3
32 42.1 13 18.6 20.8
18 23.7 l 1.4 13.0

1+ 5,3 O O 2.8---- - ----
76 100,1 70 100.0 100.0

:: 2

D ::::0.510max p < 0.05 Significant difference

We see here that there is a relation between l eracy of head of
household and income of head of household. If we look at the
relation between literacy and employment status we see that the
same situation prevails "'literate persons are morc often found
in the'categories llemployed ll and "employerll than the illiterate.
(See appendix!) When trying to explain the relation between
literacy, income and schooling we must rememberthat the relation
between literacy of head of household and schooling was different
for boys and for girls. There was no significant difference in
literacy of head of household between the drop~out and student
boys though there was such a difference between the girl groups.
We should then tryito control both sex of student and literacy
of head of household when we want to see if there is any
difference in income of heacl of household between the gro groups,
drop-out and stL~ents~

Table 64. of head of

Incorrfe group Drop·'outs Students

(l) (2 ) (3) (4 ) (5 ) (5 )

Il1it. Total Li-t. Illit. Total

1 4 16 20 7 17 24
2 4 4 8 8 17 25
3 10 7 17 21 11 32
4 l l 2 12 O 12
5 l l 2 2 1 3- -"""'"

Total 20 29 L~ 9 50 46 96

Because of the small number of
to low an e statist
cells so I to regroup the mat

~outs the re were too few cases
is some the

fol way:
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Income group

(1)
Lit,

1-2 8
3-5 12

Total 20

Not applicable

Don"'t know

Drop~outs Students

(2) ( 3) (4) ( 5 ) ( 6 )
Tllit. Total Lit. Illit. Total

20 28 15 34 49
9 21 35 12 47- _.-

29 49 50 Ll-6 96

4 2

l l

We can then analyze the InateriaI in the following way:

l) Comparing co1umns (3) and (6) we see if there is any overall
difference in income of head of household between the drop-out
and student boys. We get a Dmax of 0.158 (0,10 < p) and see that
there is no such difference in income.

2) Comparing columns (l) and (2) and (4) and (5) respectively we
see if there is the same difference in income between the
literate and ilJiterate heads that we have found for the whole
material, From table 64 we get a X2 of 2.96 for (l) and (2)
(0.05 < p< 0.10) and from table 65 we get Dmax =0.440 for (4) and
(5) (p < 0.05). There is then the same relation between literacy
~nd income that we noted before.

3) Finally comparing columns (l) and (4) and (2) and (5) respec
tively we see if there is any difference in income between the
two groups when controlling for literacy and sex. From table 65
we get for (l) and (4) X2 =0.27 and for (2) and (5) X2=0.041
(0.80 < P < 0,90 and 0.90 < P < 0.95). We find then that there is no
difference in economic standing, measured as relative income
group of head of household, between the drop-out and student
boys when we campare groups with the same literacy of the head
ofhousehold.

Unfortunately there were too few girls in the material, parti~

cularly in the group Ildrop·~out. Literate heads of household Ii, to
enable us to go through the same steps as above. Doing the
camparisons that can be done wc get the following results:

Table 66.

Income group

1--2
3-5

Total

Not appl

Drop-outs udents

(l) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) (6)
Lit. 111 . Total Lit. Illit. Total

!+ 12 lE'> 7 21 28
tf 7 11 19 3 22-- -
El 19 27 26 24 50

e l
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Comparisons:

l) Columns (3) and (6). Overall difference in income between
drop~out and student girls. X2 =O,0012 (0,95<p<0,98), There is
no overall difference in income.

2) Columns (4) and (5). Difference in income between literate
and illiterate heads of household among the students, X2=16.2
(p <0,001), There is the same difference between literate and
illiterate heads of household that we found for the boys.

3) Columns (2) and (5), Difference in income between the two
groups among households with illiterate heads. X2 =2,29,
(0,10 <p <0.20), Also here \,;;e find no difference in income
between the drop-outs and students when we control for literacy
of head of household and sex of student. Since it is in the girl
group that we earlier found a difference in literacy between
students and drop-outs it is here we would have expected a
similar difference in income, This we did not. The reason might
lie in the relation between columns (l) and (2), Trying to
compute the exact probability for the observed distribution I
got a not significant difference (p >0,27) between incomes of
literate and illiterateh~ads of household. Had we had alarger
number of cases we might have found with some certainty that
although there is a difference in literacy between the two girl
groups, literacy and income are not pos ively correlated among
the drop-out girls) and thus the apparent inconsistency in the
overall comparison drop-outs - students (no differenc~ in income
though there is a difference in literacy and literacy and income
are related) might be explained.

When looking at the relationship between employment and literacy
of head of household and schooling and sex of student Ifound
much the same Bituation as the one prevailing between income and
the other variables. I 11 just give the results briefly:

Table 67.

Students

( l+) ( 5 ) (6 )
Lit. Illit. Total

20 33 53
25 10 35)

5 3 8 )

30 13 43-
50 46 96

2

l

Drop-outs

C) ( 2 ) (3)

Lit" 111 Total

Not employed 10 22 32
(Employed 7 6 13
(Employer 3 l 4
Employed +
employer 10 7 17

-~

Total 20 29 49

No-t applicable 4

Don know l

Employment
---,-------~-----------------------

Comparisons:

l) Columns (3) and (6),
0.101 (0.10 <p), No

e employment. Dmax
employment status.



2) Columns (l) and (2) and (4) and (5), Here we get for drop-outs
X2 =2.45 (O.10<p<0.20) and a not significant difference in
employment between literate and illiterate heads of household
For students we get Dmax =0.317 (p< 0.10) and the expected signifi
cant difference.

3) Columns (l) and (4) and (2) and (5). We get no significant
differences neither when comparing employment for literate drop
out heads and literate student heads of household nor when
comparing the illiterate heads of household from the two groups
with one another,. In the first case X2=0.246 (O.70<-p<O.80) and
in the second X2=0.016 (0.80< P <0.90),

Table 68.' Employmehtand Iiteracy of head of 11Ousehold and
schooling of chiId. GirIs.

( l ) ( 2 ) ( 3 )
Lit. Illit. Total

Students

(4) ( 5 ) (G)
Lit. Illit. Total

10 18 28

Employment

Not employed
Employed
Employer

Total

Not applicable

3

5

8

14

5

19

17

10

27

l

16

26

6

24

22

50

Comparisons:

l) Columns (3) and (6), Overall difference in employment. X2 :::
0.122 (0.7 O < P < 0.8 O). No difference in employment between drop-
out and student girIs. .

2) Columns (4) and (5), )(2:::.5 • 37 (O 02 <p <0.05). Here we get a
significant difference in employmcnt between literate and
illiterate heads of household, students.

3) Columns (2) and (S). X O.OG!) (0.70 <p<0.80). As was the
case for the boys we get not significant difference in employ~

ment for students and drop-outs when we compare children. with
illiterate heads of household.

We turn then to the last of the three economic measures, wealth
of the household.

Table 69. of the household or student

Wealth I

~No e %

II

No. %

56 37.6
73 q.g. O
20 13.4

149 100.0

edi

53.7
34.1
l . J

99,9

44
28
10

82

P >0.10D :::0.161max

POOl"

Average
\tJeal thy

Total
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ThiE measure does not differ from the others. Since the
reli~bility of the measure is doubtful I will not carry out any
furth r analysis of the liwealth ll of the students.

What r~mains of the economic variables are two questions concer
ning the eeonomic situation of the parents of the children, if
the child is living with someone other than his parents. Most of
the parents with the children away used to send them food or
money for their support and so their economic standing might
have abearing on the child's living.

Table 70. Approximate income of parents when the students are
living away from their parents

Income group

l
2-5

Total

Not applicable

Don""t know

No.

13
7

20

60

2

I

%

65.0
35.0

100.0

No.

19
12

31

l ' ()J... u

II

%

61. 3
38.7

100.0

D, f. =1 0.95<p

Table 71.

Employment

Not employed
Employed-employer

Total

Notapp1icable

Don""t know

Fisher""s test

No,

18
l

19

60

3

0.10 < P

I

%

9 L~ • 7
5.3

100.0

No.

23
8

31

118

II

%

74.2
25.8

100.0

We have seen before that there is no difference in place of
living for the parents of the two groups. Now we see that there
is no significant difference the economic situation of the
parents·cither.

Variable school

The last remaining group of factors is the one relating to
actual school leaving of the drop~outs, The drop-outs were asked
two.questions about the reasons for leaving, First, we asked them
to state the ma cause for leaving (the llreal" reason). Second,
we asked the immed e reason which made the student leave at

precise moment. Naturally, of the students found
to s e the two and the answers to the two stions are
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quite similar. The answers given to questions eoneerning the drop~

out are not very enlightening. Many children or parents g3ve very
vague replies or, thinking that we were active agents of aid,
replied "poverty" even in instances I-vhere we through other
channels knew better.

Table 72. Underlying cause for leaving school. Drop-outs including
grade one.

No. %

Relatives (including immed.iatE~ family)
wanted help or wanted the student to
learn a·trade
Relatives stopped support, thought
student old enough to fend for himself
or were annoyed by behaviour of student
Confliet at home
Poverty
Marriage, pregnancy
Visit in other part of the country
Illness
Conflict in school
No interest in school
Other

Total

Don./'t knm\f

'7 6.9

'7 6.9
'7 6.9

33 32.7
10 9.9

6 5.9
5 5.0
7 6.9

12 11. 9
7 6.9-- --

101 99.9

O O

Table 73.

Forced by parent~supporter

Visit
Poverty
Marriage, pregnancy
No interest
Employment opportunity
Conflict with school
Illness
Conflict with parents, ran away
Other

Total

Don know

No. %

10 10.0
9 9.0

29 29.0
11 11. O

8 8.0
12 12.0

8 8.0
5 5.0
3 3.0
5 5.0

~-

100 100.0

l

Grouping the reasons for leaving school given into three broad
categories and t st to see, if students belonging to different
sub~groups of the drop-out group gavs different reasons, I could
find differences betwc:en the group s coming from l1literate" or
l!illiterate!1 households and the groups coming from differently
wealthy families,
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Table 74. Reasons for le§.ving school and literacy ofhead of
household. Drop-outs except grade one.

Lite:c'acy of
head of household Literate Illiterate Total

Reason for No. % No, % No. %

Conflict with
supporter 12 42.8 15 31, 3 27 35.5
Poverty 4 14.3 21 43.8 25 32.9
Other 12 42.8 12 25. O 24 31,

~ ~ --
Total 28 99.9 48 100.1 76 100.0

D.f.=2 2 0.02 < p< 0.05X =7.13

The children coming from literate homes which we already have
seen are wealthier than the others less often 1eave school
because of poverty. The same truism can be read out of the
fol10wing table.

Table 75. wealth of
one.

Wealth of household Poor Average- Total
wealthy

Reason for No. % No. % No. %

Conflict with
supporter 9 20.5 20 52,6 29 35.4
Poverty 25 56.8 O O 25 30.5
Other 10 22.7 18 47.4 28 34.1

~

Total 44 100.0 38 100.0 82 100.0

D.L=2 2 p< 0.001X =31, 22

Note: In this table the students without proper households are
ranked according to their economic circumstances and placed
in the schedule.

" .
Though the ranking of the students in economic categories is
'quitecrude at least it is consistant with the reasons given by
the student for leaving school. One cannot claim that the assess
ments of the different factors were made independently of one
another. The obviously poor student found the listeners more
ready to bel ve that he left schobI because had had no clothes
than a better o student who might be pressed to give a more
credible reply. llIncome ll and ilrelative wealth fl strongly influenced
one espec ly for the teacher-interviewers who in many

tances never had seen the home of student. The ques
tion asked ex students was: the present occupation was:
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Occupation

Roaming around town (including
shoe-shining, selling of
trinkets etc.)
Supporting themselves by employment
Working with relatives
Training in church school or police
training course
Housewifing
Visiting
Helping at home

Total

Don .... t knovJ

No.

23 23.5
16 16,3

8 8.2

17 17.3
8 8.2
3 3.1

23 23.S-
98 100.1

3

About one third of the drop~outs(32, 32.7%) were supporting
themselves at the time of the interviews, if the housewives are
included. The rest were spending their time in different ways,
roaming around being the most common for the boys and helping
at home the most common for the girls. After sometime maybe
some will have returned to school.
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E Discussion of results

After having studied a number of different variables with
relevance for the schooling and living conditions of·the students
we have found significant differences between the students and
the drop~outs in some aspects, In HakeIle, the year under study,
there was a proportionally higher drop-out in the higher grades
than in the lower. This is contrary to what is held to be true
for drop-out in the country in general, It can be accounted for
in various ways. First, it might be because drop-out in the
higher grades is more accurately recorded than drop-out in the
lower. The ~tudents in the higher grades are fewer and are well
known by their teachers and thus their absence is easily noted
and rememb~red. Accurate and continuous recording of the students;
presence in the schools would soon show if this is the reason for
the difference in grade distribution. Second, the difference
could be caused by conditions peculiar to MakeIle. There might
be acceptable alternatives to continued schooling when the
students get to the higher grades. It is possible that the
employment opportunities of the student do not increase much if
he completes sixth grade instead of leaving after fourth or fifth.
It.would be necessary to know something abaut what becomes of the
sixth grade graduates to know if this is trUG. An exe~ltiorially

high percentage of sixth gr~ders continue in junior high school
in Ethiopia Cabout 80%). This is one aspect of :the lItop heaviness il

of the school system mentioned on page 13. It can be interpreted
so that it is mainly children who intend to and are able to
continue their schooling who stay in the elementary school through
graduation. For those who have to get a job after elementary
school it might seem more advantageous to leave when they have
acquired some ;Iminimum li skill.

We next find a difference in age between students and drop-outs.
The drop-outs are older than the students and they tave started
school at a later age. This could be a re ection of the guardians
of the drop-outs in same way being less interested in sending
their children to school. Taking literacy of the parent or
guardian as a criterium of ifinterest il we find however no signi
ficant difference in school starting age for children in house
holds with l erate and illiterate heads. Here again I think it
is reasonable to interpret the difference as a difference in
alternatives. 64.4% of the drop-outs (against 19.5% of the
students) are 14 years or older. When the boys are 14 15 years
old they can get employed by police etc. and this age is also
a common marrying age for the girIs. In addition, many guardians
and parents are not willing to support the student after this

an unwillingness which probably is dependent on custom as weIl
as on there being other ways in which the student can support
himself.

e group 2 cancern and rel~~~vuu

we found no interesting and significant fferences. The s s
drop-outs seem to be Christian, be barn MakeIle, have

lived in MakelIe and stay with one or both parents to about
same extent. There is a s ficant di in mother tongue
which be erpreted as same the students
Ilhigher il status s but the number of cases is small
the not very enl
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In the group_of variables concerning the living conditions of
the children there are severaldifferenc~sofinterest between
trie students and the drop-outs. In this group of variables there
is an indication that the mechanisms behind drop-out are
different for boys and girls. Among some of the variables we
find significant differences between the student and the drop
out boys butno cor~esponding d ferenae between the two girl
groups. This mighi ari indication of real differences between
the sexes, however, The nnmher of girls in thegroups is so
small that it might as'well be a refleetion of, the different
sizes of the sub-groups cd in the comparisons. We find here a
differ~nce in family ~om?0sition) the siudents more often: living
with both cf their bio parants than the drop-outs. The
difference holds t~ue the boys hut not for the giris. We
findth~ same diffe~ences when comDaring the civil status of
the-h'eads:', of househ'Jld ~'~vhi,ch·seem;;'tofollmvfromthe fact
that if the student is-livin~ with both of his bioiogical parents
he is also living with a couple. The differsnces in
familYC.QlIlpOS itiol1c;lu o se,entc be in accordwith what
I have said before about economic alternatives to going to
school. The children who live with others than their parents are
less sheltered than'the ones Kho are protected by the il' parents
and mor'e likely to be forced to support themselves when they are
old enough to do so. This is especially frue for the boys, for
whom there probably are more alternatives to going to school,
but the girls are also affected by the differences in family
composition. When we look at the literacy of the headS of house
hold we find a s ificant difference between students and drop
outs 3 be~cween the two girl groups but not between the boys . 1t
might be that ,'3t people think i t is vJOrthwhile to educate boys
but tha~ the l erate p~rents are more interested in keeping
their daughters in school as weIl. Looking at the size of the
he:'useholds ,,'le s that there is no sigilifieant d.ifferenee in
family s ize beb'Jeen the s-~udent:s and th(=, drop-outs but that,
there is a differenc in number of school age children in the
households. ·s differe~ce in number of children might be
because öf a certain over-s ling of house~ ',('S with several
children .in school or because of the higher age (above söhool~

age) of mcmy of the out s. It also be arefleetian of
the differenee in "I; composition noteel before. When we
compare families with same number of school-age children to
see if there is any differ~nce in the number they send to school
we find no signif differenee between the drop-out änd
student ~ouseholds.

We then turn to the eeonomic variables. If my tentative thoughts
of drop-out, esp~cially boys, being d~pendent on the
availabilityof·e·conmnic ives to goingt-oschooi are
reasonable then:)uld drop-outs to come frompoorer
families than is not found tQ be the eaS~~

The1"e are differenees in s direct ian but theY.,are not sign
ficant .. There are thus no si ifieant differences in ineome or
employment rank or wealth en the drop-outs and the students
or between the boys in the two groups or between the girls. But
there is a de te difference in the eeonomic stattis of house-
holds vJi th ]. and i11itere,te heacl. The eeonomic results
are not consistent what we have found before coneernihg·the
di literaey. ~'Je ha.ve seen H1at there is a dif{erence
in l of head of hous between the student and the
drop-out SJ but now we find no corresponding difference in
eeonomie the sent small number of g
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ul t to find a reason for this inconsistency whic~l does not
refer to the possible/probable inadequace of the economic indices.

Let us finally turn to the answers the drop-outs gave to our
questions about their reasons for leaving school. If my thoughts
of alternatives to going to school are correct we should find a
high portion of the drop-outs, particularly the older boys,
having le school because their guardians would not support
them or because they had a chance to become employed. This in
turn should be reflected ln what they are doing after having left
school. Excluding grade one and regrouplng the data we get the
following versions of tables 75 and 76.

Table 77. Immediate reasons for leaving school. Excluding grade
one.

Alternatives

Forced by
parents,
Marriage
Employment
opportunity

Total

Boys

Less 12 Over 12
No. % No. %

2 7
O l

2 9

4 22% 17 47%

All boys

No. %

9
l

11

21 39%

Girls

No. %

O
10

1

11 41%

Total

No. %

9
11

12

32 40%

Other reasons:

Visit
Poverty
No interest
Conflict with
school
Illness
Conflict with
supporter
Other

Total

Grand total

Don"'t know

2 2
6 (33%) 7 (19%)
2 2

1 4
l 1

1 1
1 2

14 78% 19 53%

18 36

4
13 (24%)

4

5
2

2
3

33 61%

54

l
8 (30 96)

2

2
2

o
l

16 59%

27

l

5
21

6

7
4

2
4

49

81

60%

Table 78.

Alternav Boys All boys Girls Total

Less 12 Over 12
No % No %

o 8
O O

5 28% 21 58%

Support
thempe s by
employment 4
Working
re ive

l

9

4

13

5

8
O

26 48%

2

3

o
8

13 48%

15

8

8
8

39 48%



16 2 18
l 2 3

7 8 15
4 2 6

- - -
28 52% 14 52% 42 52%

54 27 81

l

Table 78. Conto

Boys

Less 12 Over 12
-no. % No. %

Other
occupations:

Roaming around
(shoe shining,
paper selling
etc. ) 5 11
Visiting i O
Helping at
home 3 4
Church school t+ o-
Total 13 72% 15 42%

Grand total 18 36

Don "'t know

All boys

l~o o %

Girls

No. %

Total

No. %

67

(l have not dividedthe girl group in older and younger since
there were only three girls younger than twelve).

Recogn ing -tha:t:the answers to the direct question of why the
child le school are not ~~liabl~ and that the answer categories
listed above are not ideal, the answers still give some interesting
information. It seems clear that there are few jobs for boys
younger than twelve and almost none for girls. Looking at the
occupation of the drop-outs I,'le see thatalmost 60% of the older
boys and 50% of the girls are engaged in~ctivities which can be
thought of as reasonable economic alte~natives to going to school.
There is then at least some support for my speculations.
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Statistical Des

Aim of statistical analysis: Comparison between two groups,
drop-outs and students, testing the hypothesis that they are
ranqom samples from the same tnderlying population, i.e. the
school population of MakeIle.

Samples: All drop-outs possible to trace are included in the
drop-out sample. From the student population a simple random
sample of about 200 is drawn.

Tests:
l. Level of measurement = ordinal. Continuous variables where
both n > 40, Smirnov-Kolmagorov two tail test. If either n < 40,
then X2 . Discrete variables where both n> 40, Smirnov
Kolmagorov hJO tail test. If either n < 40 X2 . If the samples
yield small frequencies, Fisher~s exact test.
2. Level of measurement = nominal. All discrete variables, X2 ,
unless the expected frequencies are small, inwhich case Fisher~s

exact test is used.



Rank order of oc ions of head of household
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Category

l. Host
poor

Occupation

Beggar Shepherd Student
Housewife (supported by relation s) Housekeeper
Water carrier Tella seller Bread seller
Weaver Spinner Eth. hair dresser
Spice seller Daily labourer Prisoner
Salt merchant, small Small merchant
Priest C10thes washer

2. Labourer TAIDL Tailor
Bicycle repairman Farmer
Retired worker (pension)
Tej bar owner Merchant

Mill worker
Oxen merchant
Tea shop owner
Barber

3. Messenger
Policeman
Landolvner,

Prison guard
Shop owner

small
~'Joreda governor

Municipality worker
Parliament worker
Soldier

4 .

5. Most
wealthy

Clerk
Police captain
Nurse

Contractor
Prostit~e

Teacher
Big merchant

Hotel owner

House owner
Driver

Gold smith

Note: In many cases we had information about the individuals
which led us to place them in categories where they
normally would not belong, as we for instance have p1aced
the prostitute in the most wealthy group knowing that this
particular prostitute vJas very weIl off.

Rank order of status of head of household

l. Not re'~

gu1arly
employed

Beggar Shepherd
Housewife Water carrier
Bread seller -- Weaver
Eth. hair dresser Spice seller
Prisoner Salt merchant
Small merchant Farmer
Oxen merc.haIlt .Retired v/orker
Tej bar owner Barber
Priest

Student
Tel1a seller
Spinner
Daily labourer
Clothes washer
Tailor
Tea shop owner
Land owner

2. Regularly
emp10yed

Labourer TAIDL
l"Iu;,icipality
worker
\:'::Jreda governor
Teacher
Nurse

Messenger Prison guard
Policeman Parliament worker
Soldier Clerk
Police captain Driver
Bicycle repairman

3. Employers House owner
Contractor
Shop o",mer

Bi~.;; merchant
Gold smith

Ho-tel owner
Prostitute
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TABLES

l. s and school . Sex.

a. Boys

Grades Drop~outs Students

No. <:i: No. %o

l
2 5 (1 33 33J

':l 10 19 18 18v

4 12 22 16 16
5 11 20 19 19
6 16 30 13 13- -- -

Total 54 100 99 99

D,f.::4 X2::13.9 O.OOl<p<O.Ol Significant diff.

b. Girls

Grades Drop~outs Students

No. % :No. %

l
2 4 15 12 2 l t
3 9 32 12 24
4 8 29 13 26
5 l 4 8 16
6 6 21 5 10- -- - --

Total 28 101 50 100

D.L::4 X2::5.22 0.30 <p < 0.50 Not significant diff.

2. at school~start and schoo . Sex.

a. Roys

Age Drop'"outs Students

5~8

9~12

13 15

Total

Crit l D=0.236

%

6 Il
31 57
17 32

54 100

No.

62
31

6

99

p<0.05

%

62
31

6

99

Significant diff.



b. Girls

Age Drop=outs Students

No. % No. %

5-8 8 29 33 66
9=12 16 57 17 31+
13-15 4 14 O O- -- - --
Total 28 100 50 100

D.f.=2
2 .

p<O.OOl Significant differenceX :::14.16

3. Religion ~ndschooling.-Se~.

a. Boys

77

Religion

Muslim
Christian

Total

D.f.:::l

b. Girls

2_X -0.98

Drop~outs Students

No. % No. %

8 15 8 8
46 85 91 9-- -
54 100 99 99

0.10 < P Not significant difference

Religion Students

No. % No. %

Muslim
Christian

Total

O.10 <p

2 7
26 93

28 100

Not significant difference

l 2
49 98

50 100

4.

a. Boys

Birthplace

MakeIle
Other

Total

D.L:::l

Drop-outs Students

No, % No. %

27 50 61 61 6
27 50 8 38.4-
54 100 99 100

X2:::l,Lj.8 0.20 <p <0.30 Not s f
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b. Girls

Birthplace Drop~outs Students

1\1 o ~... 96 ".~.

Makelle
Other

Total

23
5

28

82.1
17,9

100

No.

38
12

50

%

76.0
24.0

100

D.L=l
2 .

X =0.12 0.70 <p <0.80 Not significant diff.

5. Living with parents/not parents and schooling. Sex.

a. Boys

Living with

Parent/s
Others

Total

D.f.=l

b. Girls

Living with

,,2_ 4 3·5
il. - o

Drop-outs

No. %.--_._ .. '-

31 57.4
23 42.6--
54 100

0.02 <p <0.05

Students

76 76.6
23 23.4

99 100

Significant diff.

Students

r~o o %

Parent/s
Other s

Total

No. %. --_.-

24 85.7
4 14.3---

28 100

.38
12

50

75.9
24.1---

100

D.L=l 0.30<p<0.SO Not significant diff.

6 .

a. Boys

Emp, Status

l
2
3

N.A. + D.K.

Drop~outs Students

( i·) (2)· (3) (4 ) (sT (
Lit. 1l1it. Total Lit. 1l1it. Total

10 22 32 20 33
7 6 13 25 10 35
3 l 4 5 3 8

20 29 1+ 9 50 46 96

5 3



I. (3) and (4)

Crit. D=0.214 D =0.101max oo 10 < p

79

Not significant diff.

II. (l) and (2)
2D.f.:::l X =2.45 oo l O< P < O. 2-0 Not significant diff.

III. (4) and (5)

Crit. D=0.249 D =0.317max p < 0.10 Significant diff.

IV. (l) and (4)
2D.f.:::l X =0.246

V. (2) and (5)
2D.f.:::l X =0.016

b. Girls

0.70<p<O.80

0.80<p<0.90

Not significant diff.

Not significant diff.

Emp. Status

l
2-3

Total

Drop-outs Students

(l) (2 ) (3 ) (4) ( 5 ) (6 )
Lit. Illit. Total Lit. Illit. Total

3 14 17 10 18 28
5 5 10 6 6 22- - - -
8 19 27 26 24 50

I. (3) and (6)
2 -

D.f.=l X =0.122

I I. ( 4) and (5)
2D.f.=l X :::5.37

I I I. ( 2) and .( 5 )
- 2D.f.=l X =0.0645

O.70<p<O.80

O.02<p<0.05

0.70<p<0.80

Not significant diff.

Significant diff.

Not significant diff.
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STIONNAIRE FOR STUDY OF DROP-OUT

School .r,> Q Q'.<;I e- o; e Q Il Q (o .Q ,;, Q (> o Q <) Q <:; -o 'o Q Il <Il Q /) Il

Name of interviewer .
Name of student a a"

Grade and section .aa. Number .

lo Age of the student 00000000000<)9 20 Sex Q 00000 0.0090000000

3. Year of admission to the school (Eth.Cal.) .. , .
4. Rank in the class .

5. Place of birth (town and province) .
6. Mother tongue .
7. How long has the student lived in Makelle? .
8" Relig:i,on .0 Il ;:, Q. (} Q o Il <l. (> Q ö " o (> o D <) Q fl o Q o '.!

9. LIST ALL
STUDEH~:

PERSONS LIVING IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS THE

~_.c:--_~__.-!-__t_o_s_t_u_d_e_n_t Ag e Sc ho o l Grad e Mar i t a l s t a t .

l Q~QOOOOOQOO<lOOQO<:>O <)(,}QCGQQ QOQOöQQOOQO

2 (I (l o o ('> <) (I Q>:>.O":O.JC·/<lI.~ <) o Q q Il Q o Q"'l,'l (l-O Q o (I o 0'0 o o'i.:o Q

3 Q" o o " o (l Q"-O-~ " Q.-Q-'-f!"C'-''<Q -o O· tl e",,/)' o·. o " '1)"'0-'-0 _" -(l (o 0·0-'(1 <'.> ......

4 \l O' o o o o (I (, Q ,,\~ o' (I .. o o l) Q o' o .. 1). -o <) <'l o o Q. I:t o '3 (I fl o • I) • Q <I

50,.(I.-"",,,0001>0,II'oo,oooco,o,o .(\O-OOO.Q OO~'. <)0'10000000.

6 1'1 o Q. '\) o o o <,) o Q o " o Q <) () o o o ., (} " l> <il o <Il o Q o <) <) o .... 9 (I "

7 (lO.QQtlOQOOOU"'OOQOOO 00000.0 Ql)QOQOOl)OO<>

80lil'.Q6QOOO __ ""oOOQ$QO OOQO<:'0O--- f'Qooo"'oOOQO

9 "(l.(I" Q 'l> o ') (> o b o <;> o- " <l 0'0 <:> l) " " Il o o o ö " '1 Q iii (> /) '" ') ~

10 "O o c " Q " Q <> o o '" <) :) o (> Q ') o e (J o " '.;' l" o t< " o<) o " fil Q " o <>

10. Occupation of the head of the household (numberl) ... : ...
11.1:s the. head o -the househo.1d ableto sign his Iher name? ..
12. Is the head of the househ01i able to read a letter? ..•...
13. Who is supporting the household? .. o o •••• o' o ••••• , •••• ~ •••

14. vJho is supporting the student? , ,' .
15. vJhatis the distance from \~here the s'tudent is ,living to.

f,c11oo1 ( "i/Jalk time)? ('QO;';OQQOOC0400000000eOO(lolilo<>$Ol)O

16. a) Is the house of the household rented? .......•..... ~ .
b) If it is) hov.! much is the rent? " ,. ,' ,', ., . , o

17. . How manyroorns are the hOlise? ,."., d •• o' , •••• ' •••

18$ Is there a separate kitchen? oooC oa" 0000000000000. oo.o~~ ••

19. Is there a r dio the house? .
20. In your opinion) is the household puor) average or wealthy?

21. Is the cond ion of the student poor) average or good? "0

22. Where do the s of the student live? .
23. What is the occupation of the father of the student? .
24. Is the of the student able to read and write? .
25 ii Commenp·ts Q c c (> Il o o " " <l e Q <:> () l) () " ö Q ~ '" () l;> o Q Q o o o .... '" t' Q l) \) o ~ l) Q Q '" 9 o <;> " (>

Whcn the questionna was used for
following questions were added;

erviews with drop~outs the

26. What vJas the underly cause for the student leaving school?
27. What vJas the iate reason for the student leaving school?
28. 'IJhat lS the student do now?
29. vJould the student l to return to school?
30. In your op 11 the student be able to return to school?
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